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Construction
This industry specific catalogue is
dedicated to keeping construction
workers safe while on the job!
Fall protection is a complicated issue
and one of the most important faced
by an employer or worksite supervisor.
With an increasing number of reported
incidents per year, falls from heights
almost always result in serious injury.
In the construction industry, falls are
the number one cause of worker fatality.
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Meeting construction challenges
We understand that there is no more complex work environment
than a construction site. Not only is the construction environment constantly changing as the work progresses, but the
industry itself is always innovating, with new procedures and
materials that present new challenges for your fall protection
plan.
Construction demands a full range of fall protection solutions to
meet the needs of a dynamic workplace. That’s why contractors
turn to Capital Safety for industry expertise, superior quality
products and continual systems innovation.
While both brands operate with a similar commitment to safety
and quality, each brand has its own brand promise. DBI-SALA
which represents the ultimate in fall protection for any work
environment is supported by a commitment to Excellence, Innovation and Broad Range. Protecta represents fundamental fall
protection at an exceptional value and is supported by a commitment to Reliability, Quality and Economy. The combination of
the two brands provides our customers with access to two great
brands that serve the fullest range of product and value requirements.

The A, B, C’s of Personal Fall Protection
Capital Safety offers a complete array of
passive and active fall arrest systems.
The basics of every personal fall arrest
system can be described as the ABC’s of
fall arrest.

A
B

A reputation for innovation
Many companies are generalists in safety, but Capital Safety is
the only company that has always been dedicated entirely to fall
protection and rescue with the DBI-SALA and Protecta brands.
Our ISO 9001-2000 certification drives superior engineering,
quality manufacture and unparalleled customer services. Our
design and engineering teams excel at finding the best way to
keep workers totally safe and comfortable.

C

We have the industry’s:
• Highest number of engineers
• Largest patent portfolio with over 180 patents
• Greatest number of industry firsts
Combining experience and knowledge with state-of-the-art
outdoor and indoor testing procedures, we produce the most
technologically advanced safety equipment in the world. This
equipment exceeds both national and international standards,
including OSHA, ANSI, CSA and CE. We call it “creating a higher
standard of safety.”
Your partner in safety
Our service doesn’t end with the sale. We understand the construction industry and your specialised fall protection needs. The
highly trained professionals at Capital Safety educate, train and
provide extensive long term support to ensure that all aspects of
your fall protection program are successful.

D

ANCHORAGE
Anchorage means a secure point
of attachment (structure) for
the fall arrest system. The type
of anchorage varies with the industry, the job being performed,
the type of installation and the
structure available. The anchorage connector provides a means
of attaching the system to the
anchorage (structure).
BODY SUPPORT
Full body harnesses provide a
connection point on the worker
for the personal fall arrest system. Depending on the application, they can be used as part of
a system to protect the worker
from falling and to limit the
extent of potential injury in case
of a fall.

CONNECTORS
Connectors are devices used to
connect the worker’s full body
harness to the anchorage system.
Connectors include lanyards,
snap hooks, karabiners, deceleration devices and specialty
systems such as self retracting
lifelines, ladder climbing systems,
vertical lifelines and rope grabs.
DESCENT/RESCUE
Rescue and retrieval of a fallen
worker is a required component
of any Fall Protection Program.

Capital Safety—your one-stop for the most comprehensive collection of innovative fall protection products
for construction!
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Construction Industry Applications

BRIDGE WORK
Fall protection challenges

• Bridge Construction, whether steel erection or concrete
form work, offers unique challenges.
• During construction of a new bridge no overhead anchor points are available for the workers to connect a
lanyard or self retracting lifeline. The anchorage must
be provided through the installation of a horizontal
system or fall protection equipment must be specially
designed to use the structure itself as an anchorage.
• Most bridge work requires a great deal of horizontal
mobility to enable workers to move along the structure’s open edges and open spaces and to do work in
between. If the worker is connected to one fixed point,
mobility is limited.
• Proper installation of a horizontal lifeline or single anchorage not only provides an anchorage point for fall
arrest systems where required, but used in conjunction
with the correct user equipment the system provides a
restraint anchorage.
• Some anchorage systems are designed to be connected
to steel I-beams for use in either steel structures or
support structures for concrete construction, whereas
concrete bridge work requires an anchorage solution
that fixes directly to rebar or is permanently secured
into the concrete itself.

A Anchorage
For horizontal mobility on a steel I-beam bridge:

I-beam

Is the construction
on steel I-beams or
concrete?

Glyder2™ Sliding Beam Anchor
For complete horizontal mobility, the Glyder2™ effortlessly slides across the beam following you as you work.
KM22104700 (Pg 29)

Does the work require
horizontal mobility or is
it fixed connection work?
For horizontal mobility on a concrete bridge:

Concrete

SecuraSpan® Concrete Pour-in-Place Horizontal
Lifeline
18m system includes two stanchions, cable assembly
and Zorbit™ energy absorber. Stanchions are mounted
into sleeves that are poured into place during column
construction.
7400207 (Pg 36)

Recommendations in this section are for general application guidance. Product choices may vary
depending on specific performance requirements. Please see the catalogue product pages or consult your Capital Safety representative for more detail.
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BRIDGE WORK

B Body Support
What level of quality and
durability do you require
in a full body harness?

High Performance

Utility

Fundamental

For ultimate comfort, performance and durability

ExoFit™ XP Construction Vest Style Harness
Removable and washable shoulder, back and leg padding with
breathable 3-D mesh lining makes this harness the ultimate in
comfort and safety. The padding is constructed in the shape of
an “X” that wraps around you for no-tangle donning. Stand-Up
back D-ring with impact indicator enables connections to be made
without straining. Features back & side D-rings, front D-ring, sewn
in hip pad, quick connect buckles. KB11100586 (Pg 21)
ExoFit™ Construction Vest Style Harness
ExoFit™ incorporates built-in shoulder, back and leg padding with a
breathable lining that draws moisture away from the body keeping
the worker dry and comfortable. The padding is constructed in the
shape of an “X” that wraps around you for no-tangle donning.
Features front back and side D-rings, sewn-in hip pad, quick connect buckles. KB1EXO/MB (pg 21)

For reliable, workhorse performance:

Delta™ II Construction Vest Style Harness
Unique Delta pad design provides comfort and holds the shape
of the harness for fast no-tangle donning. Stand-Up back D-ring
enables connections to be made without straining. Features back
& side D-rings, sewn-in hip pad, Pass-Thru buckles. KB11107527
(Pg 22)

For compliance and value:

Pro™ Construction Style Harness
For economical reliability, PRO™ harnesses provide fundamental
features in a comfortable fit. Built-in impact indicators and global
standards in one harness model aid in maintaining compliance.
Features back & side D-rings, hip pad, Quick-Connect buckles, leg
pads, front web attachment loops. AB260136 (Pg 43)

C Connectors
More than 2m mobility

Does the worker
require more
than 2m of
mobility?

Ultra-Lok® Self Retracting Lifeline
Stainless steel working components, 3.3m nylon web with reserve
lifeline, self-locking swivel hook, swiveling anchorage loop and impact indicator. KD1PWB335 (Pg 33) Variation: For hot work such
as welding, cable connectors are preferred to web
Talon® Self Retracting Lifeline
Compact and lightweight design features 2.4m nylon webbing
lifeline. The brake system incorporates all metal components for durability. A unique quick-connect handle for direct attachment to the
anchorage or harness sets this unit apart. It also includes an impact
indicator for added safety.
KD1TALONNH (Pg 33)

Less than 2m mobility required

Does the
worker
require less
than 2m of
mobility?

‘Expander’ Energy Absorbing Lanyard
Integral energy absorber, CE marked and conforms to EN355. Lanyard base available in 1.75m and 1.25m lengths, and equipped with
a triangular screw link for attachment to a harness. Equipped with
aluminum scaffold hook with 60mm opening. The Expander system
reduces this lanyards overall length whilst not under tension by 0.5
metres for the 1.75m and 0.4 for the 1.25m. This reduces potential
trip hazards and offering maximum freedom of movement during
use. KE5175X/2 (Pg26)
‘Adjustable’ Energy Absorbing Lanyard
Adjustable lanyard with integral energy absorber, CE marked and
conforms to EN355. Overall maximum length of 2 metres; equipped
with a triangular screw link for attachment to a harness. Lightweight
aluminium connector with 60mm opening. The adjustable system
can reduce length down to a minimum length of 1.4 metres, thus reducing potential trip hazards. It is strongly recommended to always
reduce the length of the lanyard to a minimum necessary whilst
working. KE5200A (Pg 26)
*Note : Under EN355 the required clearance below the anchorage point is 6.75m for a lanyard anchored at foot level.
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Construction Industry Applications

COMMERCIAL ROOFING
Fall protection challenges

• When working on a roof, nothing is overhead but
birds, and they don’t make very good fall protection anchorages! Establishing safe anchorages
without damaging the roof itself is essential for
safe commercial roofing work.
• Two kinds of fall protection are specified for
commercial roofing. If the workers are exposed
to a fall, they should be using properly rated
personal fall arrest equipment. When working at
the safer centre of a flat surface roof, passive restraint equipment should be used to ensure that
a worker does not inadvertently move too close
to the edge.
• For larger jobs and when workers are going to be
working within 2m of the perimeter, a horizontal lifeline installation will provide mobility and
enhance productivity.
• Fall protection installations may be temporary to
last until the end of the job, or permanent providing added safety and productivity for personnel doing future repair and maintenance.

A Anchorage

Evolution™ Horizontal Lifeline System
This is a permanent low tension, multi-span lifeline that will allow up to 5 users to traverse from
one extremity to another in a “hands-free” environment. Specially designed computer program
simulates the necessary clearances and possible
heights of fall. (Pg 36 and photo above)

For temporary installation:

Horizontal

Does the work require
horizontal mobility or
is it fixed work?

For permanent installation:

Safeline™ Horizontal Lifeline Systems
Lightweight and easy to install, they are extremely portable with twisted rope assembly and
tensioning device.
KN9SS65060 (Pg 36)

Does the building owner
want a permanent
horizontal installation?

EZ-Line™ Cable Horizontal Lifeline Systems
The 18m EZ-Line HLL cable stores in an easy to
carry case - eliminating large and bulky coils of
cable. 7605061 (Pg 36)

For permanent installation:

Fixed

Permanent Roof Top Anchor
Permanent roof anchor post that installs
to corrugated steel or wood sheathing
structures. Requires authorized evolution installer evolution (Pg 36)

For temporary installation:

Freestanding Counterweight anchor
Non penetrating anchor point for performing
work on flat roofs or other structures. Does not
attach to the working surface, reducing the possibility of damage. 7255003 (Pg 28)
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COMMERCIAL ROOFING

B Body Support
What level of quality and
durability do you require
in a full body harness?

High Performance

Utility

For ultimate comfort, performance and durability

Exofit™ XP Vest Style Harness
Removable shoulder, back and leg padding with breathable
3-D mesh lining makes this harness the ultimate in comfort
and safety. The padding is constructed in the shape of an
“X” that wraps around you for no-tangle donning. Stand-Up
back D-ring enables connections to be made without straining. Features front and back D-rings and quick connect
buckles.
KB11109746 (Pg 21)
ExoFit™ Vest Style Harness
ExoFit™ incorporates built-in shoulder, back and leg padding
with a breathable lining that draws moisture away from the
body keeping the worker dry and comfortable. The padding
is constructed in the shape of an “X” that wraps around you
for no-tangle donning. Features front and back D-rings and
quick connect buckles.
KB1EXO/M (pg 21)

For reliable, workhorse performance:

Delta™ II Vest Style Harness
Unique Delta™ pad design provides comfort and holds the
shape of the harness for fast no-tangle donning.
Features Stand-Up back D-ring enabling connections to be
made without straining and Quick-Connect buckles.
KB11110615 (Pg 22)

For compliance and value:

Fundamental

Pro™ Vest Style Harness
For economical reliability, PRO™ harnesses provide fundamental features in a comfortable fit. Built-in impact
indicators and global standards in one harness model aid
in maintaining compliance. Features back D-ring, pass thru
buckle leg straps. AB10113 (Pg 43)

C Connectors
How much mobility does the worker require?
What kind of anchorage will the worker be connecting to?
Does the worker require fall arrest or positioning?
Anchoring to Evolution™ Horizontal System:

Less than 2m

‘Webbing’ Energy Absorbing Lanyard
Highly resistant polyester webbing, this is the general purpose fall
arrest lanyard that suits most situations. KE5125W (Pg 26)
Protecta® Shock Absorbing Double Lanyard
Pack style shock absorbing lanyard with 45mm webbing and easy to
use snap hook and karabiner. AE5320WAE (Pg 45)

Anchoring to Sayfline™ System or fixed anchor:

More than 2m

Ultra-Lok® Self Retracting Lifeline
Stainless steel working components, 15m of galvanized cable with
reserve lifeline, self-locking swivel hook, swiveling anchorage loop
and impact indicator. KD23504450 (Pg 33)
For connection to horizontal lifelines or when a shorter, lighter SRL
is needed, try the 3.3m web Ultra-Lok®. KD1PWB335 (Pg 33)

Positioning application only:

Positioning Only

‘Trigger’ Positioning Device
Used to maintain a working position at height or restrict movement
to avoid a hazardous position. Cam operated locking and adjustment
system. AF777 (Pg 44)

Recommendations in this section are for general application guidance. Product choices
may vary depending on specific performance requirements. Please see the catalogue
product pages or consult your Capital Safety representative for more detail.
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Construction Industry Applications

STEEL ERECTION
Fall protection challenges

• Steel erection work usually involves building a
grid sideways or upward which means mobility is
essential, and there is often no overhead anchorage point to connect to.
• Working with steel is rugged work and requires
tough, durable equipment.
• Descending to ground level to pick up necessary
equipment is not practical, so often workers may
have up to 9kg of tools in their harness toolbelts
and be carrying heavy bolt bags or other tools.
• For added protection while welding, workers
should have hot work kits with Kevlar® equipment.
• For this kind of all-day-long, demanding work,
fall protection equipment should be comfortable
and not binding.

A Anchorage

For horizontal mobility in steel erection:

Glyder2™ Sliding Beam Anchor
For complete horizontal mobility, the Glyder2™ effortlessly
slides across the beam following you as you work.
KM22104700 (Pg 29)

Horizontal
EZ-Line™ Cable Horizontal Lifeline Systems
The 18m EZ-Line HLL cable stores in an easy to carry case eliminating large and bulky coils of cable. 7605061 (Pg 36)

Does the work
require horizontal
mobility or is it
fixed connection
work?

Fixed
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For fixed connector work in steel erection:

Cable Anchor
High strength galvanised steel cable wraps around steel work
to provide an anchorage and is protected with a PVC tube.
AM401G (Pg 46)

STEEL ERECTION

B Body Support
Durable, reinforced ironworker harnesses:

Regular
Will the worker be
performing regular
duties or welding?

ExoFit™XP Iron Worker Harness
Constructed from high performance materials, Exofit™XP is the most comfortable
harness on the market. Exofit™ incorporates a breathable lining that immediately
draws moisture away from the body keeping the worker dry and comfortable.
KB11100586 (Pg 21)
Delta™ II Iron Worker Harness
With the addition of a body belt and pad with support straps and side D-rings,
this harness is ideal for general construction and iron worker applications where
fall protection and positioning is needed. It provides added versatility for carrying
tools and pouches. KB11101312 (Pg 22)

Welding harnesses for hot work:

Hot Work

C Connectors
What will the worker be
connecting to?

Lifeline

Delta™ II Nomex®/Kevlar® Harness
This lightweight and easy to don harness is constructed with flame-resistant
Nomex®/Kevlar® web with PVC coated hardware for the ultimate protection from
the heat. KB1K-P29 (Pg 22)

For connection to a horizontal lifeline system:
‘Expander’ Energy Absorbing
Double Lanyard
‘Expander’ shock absorbing lanyards are stretchable for complete
freedom of movement. They expand to
2m and contract to 1.4m in reaction to
your movements, reducing trip hazards.
100% tie-off twin leg version to remain
connected at all times.
KE5200YX/2 (Pg 26)

Will the worker be
tying off at the feet?

Protecta Shock Absorbing
Double Lanyard
10.5 mm braided rope, polyamide, with
yellow and red wear indicator.
AE532/3 (Pg 45)

Sanchoc Elastic Webbing
Shock Absorbing Lanyard
This shock absorbing lanyard is
used when there is no overhead
anchorage and your only option
is to tie off at your feet. Our
shock absorbing lanyards allow a
4m free fall and still keep forces
below the legal limit when tying
off at your feet. This lanyard
expands to 2m and contract to
1.4m in reaction to your movements, reducing trip hazards
AE529E/5 (Pg 45)

Ultra-Lok® Self Retracting Lifeline
Device features a swiveling anchor loop,
corrosion resistance stainless steel working components and a 9m galvanized
cable lifeline. For added safety, it includes
a swiveling hook with impact indicator and
a reserve lifeline.
KD2354430 (Pg 33)—also available in
6m, 15m and 26m lengths.

Talon® Self Retracting Lifeline
Compact, lightweight design, 2.4m with
nylon webbing, quick-connect handle,
impact indicator and self-locking swivel
hook. KD1TALONNH (Pg 33)

Will the worker be
welding or working
around sparks?

‘Webbing’ Energy
Absorbing Lanyard—
Kevlar
Webbing lanyards in
Kevlar webbing are tough.
They feature flame-resistant Kevlar webbing with
a 426ºC char temperature. If you are welding
or in a high temperature
environment, you want the
protection of Kevlar .
KE5175K (Pg 26)
®

®

®

®

Recommendations in this section are for general application guidance. Product choices may vary
depending on specific performance requirements. Please see the catalogue product pages or consult your Capital Safety representative for more detail.
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Construction Industry Applications

CONCRETE AND LEADING EDGE WORK
Fall protection challenges

• Concrete construction in high rise buildings,
parking ramps or similar structures is dusty,
rugged work that requires tough, durable fall
protection equipment.
• Fall protection equipment needs may change depending on whether the worker is building a new
structure without a platform beneath or working
on an existing structure.
• Comfort and mobility are important considerations for this type of strenuous labour.
• Restraint systems preventing falls wherever possible should be the first priority when choosing
PPE and anchorages.

For new construction:

A Anchorage
New

Is the work on
new construction
or an existing
structure?

Existing

SecuraSpan® Posts for Concrete
The posts slid into the holes inside the pre-cast columns or slabs
and provide an idea anchorage point for horizontal lifeline such
as EZ-Line..
7400207 (Pg 36)
Leading Edge Concrete Anchor*
The first fall protection system developed for personnel who perform work on pre-cast concrete. Compact and lightweight design
makes installation, use and removal quick and easy. 2105503
(Pg 29) (available January 2008)
Concrete Anchor Strap
Disposable anchor strap is designed to provide a temporary
anchorage on concrete forms. Loop on end of anchor slips over
rebar, concrete is then poured on top of loop and wear pad. Once
concrete sets, a safe 22kN fall arrest anchorage point exists.
When no longer needed, cut strap and discard.
2100056 (Pg 29)

Working on existing structure:

Concrete D-Ring Anchor
This simple, versatile and safe concrete anchor solutions can be
used for temporary or permanent applications by drilling a hole
and screwing into place. Reusable D-ring assembly. Just install a
new bolt, and it’s ready for use again. 2104565 (Pg 29)
EZ-Line™ Cable Horizontal Lifeline Systems
The 18m EZ-Line HLL cable stores in an easy to carry case -eliminating large and bulky coils of cable. 7605061 (Pg 36)
Concrete Anchor Strap
(see above) 2100056 (Pg 29)
Door Jamb Anchor
This lightweight and non-penetrating anchor only weighs 6.4kg.
Its adjustable design allows it to be installed in seconds between
door or window openings.
2100080 (Pg 29)

*SRL sold separately
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CONCRETE AND LEADING EDGE WORK

B Body Support
What level of quality and durability do
For ultimate comfort, performance and durability:
you require in a full body harness?

High Performance

Exofit™ XP Positioning Harness
Removable shoulder, back and leg padding with breathable
3-D mesh lining makes this harness the ultimate in comfort and safety. The padding is constructed in the shape
of an “X” that wraps around you for no-tangle donning.
Stand-Up back D-ring enables connections to be made
without straining.
Features front, back & side D-rings and quick connect
buckles. KB11100586 (Pg 21)

ExoFit™ Positioning Harness
ExoFit™ incorporates built-in shoulder, back and leg padding
with a breathable lining that draws moisture away from the
body keeping the worker dry and comfortable. The padding
is constructed in the shape of an “X” that wraps around
you for no-tangle donning. Features front, back, and side
D-rings and quick connect buckles.
KB1EXO/MB (pg 21)

For reliable, workhorse performance:

Utility

Delta™ II Positioning Harness
Unique Delta™ pad design provides comfort and holds the
shape of the harness for fast no-tangle donning.
Features back, and side D-rings, and Pass-Thru leg straps.
KB11107527 (Pg 22)

For compliance at the lowest possible price:

Fundamental

Pro™ Positioning Harness
For economical reliability, PRO™ harnesses provide fundamental features in a comfortable fit. Built-in impact
indicators and global standards in one harness model aid
in maintaining compliance. Features front, back, shoulder,
& side D-rings, pass thru buckle leg straps.
AB115135 (Pg 43)

C Connectors
What will the worker
be connecting to?
For connection to a horizontal lifeline:

Horizontal Lifeline

Ultra-Lok® Self Retracting Lifeline
Stainless steel working components, 9m galvanized wire with reserve lifeline, self-locking swivel
hook, swiveling anchorage loop and impact indicator. KD23504430 (Pg 33)

For connection to a fixed point anchor:

Fixed Point

Leading Edge Ultra-Lok® Self Retracting Lifeline
Ultra-Lok® SRL’s come with a durable glass-filled polyurethane housing, and this model has a large 5.6mm
wire rope lifeline and external energy absorber for added
protection. KD23504500 (Pg 33)

Recommendations in this section are for general application guidance. Product choices may vary depending
on specific performance requirements. Please see the catalogue product pages or consult your Capital Safety
representative for more detail.
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Construction Industry Applications

CONCRETE WALL FORM OR REBAR
Fall protection challenges

• Whether stripping panels down or putting them up,
wall form work is a demanding task that requires
the worker to stay in precarious positions for long
periods.
• Rebar work requires standing on the bar, hanging
off the structure, with difficult footing. Generally
the worker needs both hands free to tie the rebar.
• Typically wall form and rebar work require work
positioning equipment. According to legislation,
back-up fall protection must be in place when
working at height.
• Both wall form and rebar work are monotonous,
repetitive and fatiguing and require fall protection
equipment that is comfortable enough for sustained activity.

A Anchorage
In wall form and rebar work, the anchorage
is typically the wall form or rebar itself.
With wall form, the connector needs a hook
with a point that will fit the form.
Different manufacturers require different size
hooks. Talk to your consultant to be sure
which hook is appropriate for the material being used. In some instances Mobile
Elevated Work Platforms (MEWPs) will be
used, requiring a different method of anchorage. This is often in the form of a connection point in the machine basket and is rated
for restraint only.
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CONCRETE WALL FORM OR REBAR

B Body Support
What level of quality and durability
do you require in a full body harness?

High Performance

For ultimate comfort, performance and durability:

ExoFit™ XP Construction Style Harness
Removable shoulder, back and leg padding with breathable and washable
3-D mesh lining makes this harness the ultimate in comfort and safety. The
padding is constructed in the shape of an “X” that wraps around you for
no-tangle donning. Stand-up back D-ring with impact indicator enables connections to be made without straining. Features front, back, and side D-rings,
sewn-in hip pad, belt & quick connect buckles. KB11100586 (pg 21)
Exofit™ Construction Style Harness
ExoFit™ incorporates a breathable lining that immediately draws moisture
away from the body keeping the worker dry and comfortable. The padding
is constructed in the shape of an “X” that wraps around you for no-tangle
donning. Features front, back, and side D-rings, sewn in hip pad, belt and
quick connect buckles. KB1EXO/MB (Pg 21)

For reliable, workhorse performance:

Utility

Delta™ II Standard Vest Style Harness
Unique Delta™ pad design provides comfort and holds the shape of the
harness for fast no-tangle donning. Features back front and side D-rings,
sewn-in hip pad, belt, and quick connect buckle leg straps. KB11101312
(Pg 22)

For compliance at the lowest possible price:

Fundamental

C Connectors
Is this wall form work or rebar?

Wall Form

Pro™ with Comfort padding Construction Harness
For economical reliability, PRO™ harnesses provide fundamental features in
a comfortable fit. Built-in impact indicators and global standards in one harness model aid in maintaining compliance. Back, shoulder and leg padding
add comfort for wearing all day. Features front, back, & side D-rings, hip
pad, and quick connect buckle legs. AB260136 (Pg 43)

For wall form work:

‘Expander’ Energy Absorbing
Double Lanyard
‘Expander’ shock absorbing lanyards are stretchable for complete freedom of movement. They
expand to 2m and contract to 1.4m in reaction to your movements, reducing trip hazards.
100% tie-off twin leg version to remain connected at all times. KE5200YX/2 (Pg 26)
Ultra-Lok® Self Retracting Lifeline
Device features a swiveling anchor loop, corrosion resistant stainless steel working components and a 6m nylon webbing lifeline. For added
safety, it includes a self-locking hook, impact
indicator and a reserve lifeline. KD1PWB610
(Pg 33)—also available in 3.3m length.

For rebar work:

Rebar

‘Trigger’ Adjustable Pole Strap
Used to maintain a working position at height
or restrict movement to avoid a hazardous
position. Cam operated locking and adjustment
system. Lanyard is supplied with a 500mm tubular polyester webbing rope protection sleeve.
KF7T2000 (Pg 26)

Recommendations in this section are for general application guidance. Product choices may vary
depending on specific performance requirements. Please see the catalogue product pages or
consult your Capital Safety representative for more detail.
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Construction Industry Applications

SCAFFOLDING
Fall protection challenges

• Improperly installed scaffolding is one of
the most frequently cited violations on
construction sites. Proper installation of
scaffolding is essential if the worker is
going to tie off to the structure for fall
protection. Many scaffolding manufacturers will not recommend using scaffolding
as the sole anchor point. However with
new construction, there sometimes is no
available anchor point other than the scaffolding.
• If the scaffolding is a hanging platform it
is recommended that the worker must be
hooked to the structure independently of
the scaffolding.
• Scaffold railings can serve as passive fall
protection. If the scaffold has a top rail,
a mid rail and a toe rail, installed to local
legislation, and is tied back to the structure personal fall protection equipment is
not required. Fall protection equipment
needs only to be used during the erection,
altering and dismantling.

DBI-SALA products recommended
to tie off to scaffolding:
‘Expander’ Energy Absorbing Double Lanyard
‘Expander’ shock absorbing lanyards are stretchable
for complete freedom of movement. They expand to
2m and contract to 1.4m in reaction to your movements, reducing trip hazards. 100% tie-off twin leg
version to remain connected at all times.
KE5200YX/2 (Pg 26)

Choker Anchor
Our choker combines ease of use, light weight
and high strength forming a versatile anchorage
connector. It’s designed specifically to provide an
anchor point for your personal fall protection system on scaffolding or other similar structures such
as piping.
KM419 (Pg 29)

Manucroche
Our manucroche is a versatile anchor that is designed for scaffolding or other similar structures.
Available in 3 sizes from 75mm to 140mm
AJ301 shown (Pg 46)
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Talon® Twin-Leg Self
Retracting Lifeline
Provides 100% tie-off
with two independent 2m
web lifelines.
Offers added mobility
and safety when moving along a structure.
A unique quick-connect
handle, Delta™ Comfort
Pad and two Lanyard
Keepers for direct attachment to the harness sets
this unit apart. Complete
with an impact indicator and multiple hook
options.
KD1TALTWIN (Pg 33)

VERTICAL APPLICATIONS

Mobile Elevated Work Platform (MEWP)
A personal fall protection system is required when using a MEWP. A welded ring built into the basket usually
provides the anchorage for the protection system and it is the recommendation that an adjustable restraint
system such as the one below should be used in conjunction with a full body harness to prevent the worker
from exiting the basket.
Trigger’ Adjustable Pole Strap
Used to maintain a working position at height or restrict
movement to avoid a hazardous position. Cam operated
locking and adjustment system. Lanyard is supplied with a
500mm tubular polyester webbing rope protection sleeve.
KF7T2000 (Pg 26)

Confined Space
DBI-SALA offers the most technologically advanced confined space
rescue and retrieval systems in the industry. Whether raising, lowering or supporting personnel or materials, our confined space rescue
and retrieval systems are designed for versatility and ease of use.

For more details consult the
Confined Space section on
pages 37-41 of this catalogue.

Vertical Applications
DBI-SALA offers a variety of solutions for safe climbing and working
with inclined structures. The KC2LRG1REM provides security when
climbing fixed ladders on poles, towers, tanks, etc. The economical,
easy to use systems are available for ladders on wood, concrete or
steel structures. KC2LRG1REM (Pg 30)
Rescue After a Fall
DBI-SALA offers a number of rescue or positioning solutions for workers to quickly and efficiently raise and lower themselves or someone
else.
®

The Rollgliss System is a versatile and
efficient state-of-the-art modular ascending and descending rope rescue system. It
takes just a moment to change the hauling
ratio, giving you more time to save lives!
AG6350ST31 (Pg 41)

The Suspension Trauma
Safety Straps allows
a suspended worker to
stand up in their harness
to relieve pressure until they can be rescued.
KK09501403 (Pg 20)

Recommendations in this section are for general application
guidance. Product choices may vary depending on specific
performance requirements. Please see the catalogue product
pages or consult your Capital Safety representative for more
detail.
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Introducing the...

The revolutionary i-Safe™ Intelligent Safety System from DBISALA maximises the effectiveness and minimises the total cost
of your safety program through web-enabled intelligent technology.
The system allows you to easily record and access
information on inspections, inventory and purchase
information. Track equipment assignments by worker or location. View or download safety and equipment instructions, regulations and more!

Inspection
Tracking

Inventory
Control

Information
Management

• Up-to-date inspection logs
for product reliability and
safety

• Tracks inventory on the site
or around the globe

• Real time website support for
consultative safety solutions

• Paperless and accurate
asset management

• Instant access to key information to streamline logistics
and safety management

• Verification system to promote compliance
• Electronic record for traceability and audit
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• Easy retrieval of information
for inventory control
• Theft and diversion prevention

• Accountability by logging
product and inspection status
by job

i-Safe™ Intelligent Safety System

An information highway for your safety program
The i-Safe™ system is enabled by RFID (radio frequency identification), a wireless data collection
technology. i-Safe™ consists of passive RFID tags (transponders), scanned by PDA readers
(receivers) that synchronise data with a web-enabled information portal.

i-Safe™ RFID Tags

PDA Readers

Web Portal

Retrofitting Kits

i-Safe™ tags are now standard equipment on DBISALA products. Each tag is
programmed with a unique
ID that registers its model
type and history.

Tags are read by an on-site
PDA that scans the piece of
equipment and accounts for
it by a unique number. One
click entry logs inspections,
equipment assignments
by worker or location, and
more.

Data is then linked from
the PDA or laptop to your
customised web portal. Your
safety program website also
provides instant access to
related safety and equipment information, training
records, product advisories
and useful links.

Easy do-it-yourself retrofitting kits are available for all
types of harnesses, lanyards
and SRL’s, allowing you to
extend the benefits of your
i-Safe™ system to your entire
inventory regardless of brand.
Information on model number, make, date of manufacture will need to be entered
for each retrofit i-Safe™ tag.

PDA Readers
9000038

i-Safe™ Retrofit Kit, choker style with
permanent snap, includes 6 tags—attach to most fall protection equipment to
i-Safe™ enable. 9502059
i-Safe™ RetroFit Kit, clamp-on style fits
5mm to 6.25mm wire or synthetic rope,
includes 4 tags—attaches to most self
retracting lifelines to i-Safe™ enable.
9502425

Much of DBI-SALA’s fall protection equipment is now i-Safe™ enabled as a standard feature, ready to link up to your i-Safe™
information system. Your representative will help you get the most out of your new i-Safe™ program!
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DBI-SALA

FULL BODY
HARNESSES
Engineered for Quality

The DBI-SALA reputation for quality provides peace of mind in selecting a full
body harness. Quality in a harness means
maximum comfort, freedom of movement
and ease of use. Industry innovations such
as the spring-loaded stand-up back D-ring
and the No-Tangle Delta™ Pad demonstrate DBI-SALA engineering and ingenuity.
A full body harness is designed with
straps to fasten around the user in
order to distribute fall arrest forces
over at least the upper thighs,
pelvis, chest and shoulders. This
moves the impact of a fall from the
internal organs to the major bone
and muscle groups around the pelvis. The full body harness includes
a means for attaching to the other
components of a fall arrest system.
All DBI-SALA harnesses meet
strict OSHA, ANSI, and CE
standards.

What to look for in a Full Body Harness
BACK D-RING

The fall arrest point must be located on the back,
positioned between the shoulder blades. No matter
what additional anchor points are included on a harness, it must always include the dorsal attachment.

WEBBING

Webbing is an important factor in the durability and
safety of the harness. You want to ensure that the
webbing is strong enough to endure rough use and
exposure to sunlight and other elements without
tearing or fraying, yet at the same time stay soft
and not feel stiff or coarse. Kevlar® webbing is
used for specialty applications such as welding that
require fire resistance.

ADJUSTING POINTS

Whether you wear a harness four hours a day or
fourteen hours, it needs to fit right for safety and
comfort. Harnesses with adjusting points on the
legs, waist, chest and shoulders allow for a better
fit.

LEG STRAPS

Depending on worker preference, leg straps
fasteners may be available in different styles,
including:
• Pass thru buckle
• Quick connect buckle

PELVIC SUPPORT

An added sub-pelvic strap provides additional
support, security and comfort for the user.
Properly positioned, it better distributes forces
during a fall.

BOOK STYLE LABELS

DBI-SALA harnesses feature book-style labels
that put product and inspection information at
the workers’ fingertips. Pages may include sizing,
operating instructions, inspection log, warning
labels and compliance information. Promotes safe
inspection, compliance and safety.

STITCHING

Double box stitching provides maximum strength
and durability. Sewn-in quality you can trust.

NO-TANGLE DESIGN

Donning a harness incorrectly can mean the equipment may not
work properly. The patented Delta™ Pad and the Exofit™ exclusive
wrap-around X-design make these harnesses easy to don and
comfortable to wear with a wide spread over the shoulders to
prevent irritating abrasion.

COLOUR CODED SIZING

Colour coded sizing allows worker to quickly and easily choose
the harness that will work best for their size.

ARC FLASH

Arc flash harnesses are made from a material such as 31kN
nylon to meet the requirements of applications such as utility
work that require protection against static build-up. Options
include non-conductive, non-sparking PVC coated hardware,
and back PVC coated D-Ring. Leather insulators behind metal
hardware reduce static energy transfer.
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FULL BODY HARNESSES

FULL BODY HARNESS MODELS

DBI-SALA harnesses are available in
many models with various options
depending on their intended use:

PADDING

Cushioned shoulder, leg and hip pads keep the
pressure off to provide extra worker comfort for long
hours of wear. In a fall, they absorb shock and help
distribute your weight. They may be built-in to avoid
slipping or removal, or washable, removable padding which promotes product longevity.

CONSTRUCTION harness:
Has frontal attachment point
for use with rescue devices.

LINING

The Exofit™ and Exofit™ XP harnesses feature
breathable lining that wicks moisture away from
your body so you’re always dry and comfortable in
heat or cold. First designed for sport, recreation and
work shoe linings, breathable 3-D mesh lining is
rugged and resistant to odor and mildew.

HOT WORK harness:
Has one dorsal attachment
point. Manufactured from
Nomex® webbing.

IMPACT INDICATOR

Some harnesses include impact indicators to give
immediate notice that the harness has been in a fall.
Promotes safety and proper inspection.

Ladder climbing
harness:
Has frontal attachment point
for connection to permanent
ladder safety systems.

STAND-UP BACK D-RING

The unique DBI-SALA patented spring-loaded D-ring
makes connection easy for increased worker comfort
and productivity.

INTEGRAL LANYARD KEEPER

A lanyard keeper provides a place to hook up excess
line when not in use. Prevents tripping and entanglement for enhanced safety and productivity.

Work positioning harness:
Positioning D-rings are located
on the hips for use with pole
straps or work positioning
lanyards to allow hands-free
operation.

QUICK CONNECT BUCKLE

The patented DBI-SALA quick connect buckle is
colour-coded and provide one-handed operation for
fast and easy donning.

Multi-purpose harness:
This may include extra attachment points to allow work in
a variety of situations. Either
the front or dorsal D-ring must
always be used for fall arrest.
The belt and pad provide additional back support, positioning
rings and tool carrying options.

i-Safe™

Every DBI-SALA harness now comes with i-Safe™, the Intelligent Safety System that incorporates
RFID and web-enabled communications technologies, providing you with the ability to centrally
track inspections, control field inventory and manage critical safety information.

ExoFit™ XP Harness Features
Quick
Connect Buckles

Stand-up
Back D-ring

Removable shoulder,
back and leg padding

Built-in
Impact Indicator

Lanyard
Keeper
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DBI-SALA Full Body Harnesses are engineered with
the quality you need for dependable fall protection
SELECTION GUIDE

Recommended
For

Webbing

X-Design
with Padding and
Breathable
Lining

Quick
Connect
Buckle

NoTangle
Design

Back
D-Ring

Hardware

Book
Style
Labels

Integral
Lanyard
keeper

Impact
Indicator

√

√

Product

Description

Exofit™
XP

Exofit™ XP and
Exofit™ are
the premier
harnesses in
the industry,
surpassing all
other models
in comfort and
durability

• Utility & maintenance
• Tower climbing
• Construction
• Oil & gas

100%
polyester

√
Removable
3-D mesh
breathable
shoulder,
back & leg
padding

√

Wrap
around
X-design

Adjustable
patented
spring
loaded
stand-up
D-ring

Plated
forged alloy steel

√

Exofit™

Premium
harness for
long hours of
comfort and
durability

• Construction
• Utility & maintenance
• Oil & gas

100%
polyester

√
sewn-in
padding

√

Wrap
around
X-design

Fixed back
D-ring

Plated
forged alloy steel

√

Delta™
II

The most popular harness
in the industry
featuring
the patented
Delta™ NoTangle design
for optimum
comfort and
productivity

• Oil & gas
• Construction
• Commercial
roofing
• Residential
roofing
• Ladder climbing
• Warehousing
• Order picker

100%
polyester

Optional back
and shoulder
padding
available KK09501207

Optional

Delta™
No-Tangle Pad

Adjustable
patented
spring
loaded
stand-up
D-ring

Plated
forged alloy steel

√

HYDRATION SYSTEM
Hydration System, includes nylon carrier,
insulated drink tube and clip, bite valve
and reservoir 1150174

Suspension Trauma RELIEF Strap
Allows suspended worker to stand up in their harness to
relieve pressure. Continuous loop design allows for either
one or two foot suspension relief without pinching. Can
be quickly attached to most harness brands right in the
field—just choke off to the strap and it’s ready to go.
• Extremely compact and lightweight design stays out of
the worker’s way.
• Foolproof deployment and operation—unzip and hook
straps together.
KK09501403
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FULL BODY HARNESSES
Exofit ™ XP Full Body Harnesses

The ExoFit™XP is the most comfortable, userfriendly harness ever built from the ground up.
Removable shoulder, back and leg padding
with breathable 3-D mesh lining makes this
harness the ultimate in comfort and safety.
The padding is constructed in the shape of
an “X” that wraps around you for no-tangle
donning. Stand-up back d-ring enables connections to be made without straining.
• The Industry’s first truly washable harness
with removable padding
• Breathable 3-D mesh lining with soft edging for comfort
• Unique spring-loaded stand-up back Dring with impact indicator
• Integral lanyard keeper to prevent trip-fall
hazards
• i-Safe™
Every DBI-SALA harness now comes with
i-Safe™, the Intelligent Safety System
that incorporates RFID and web-enabled
communications technologies, providing you with the ability to centrally track
inspections, control field inventory and
manage critical safety information.

Exofit™ XP
STANDARD Harness

ExofiT™ XP
Construction Harness

Ideal harness for all general purpose applications
KB11109746

Hip pad/belt for use with tool
pouches, front and side Drings KB11100586

ExofiT™ XP Full Body Harnesses
model & size
S
M
L

Style

D-rings

buckle type

KB11109745 (46)(47)

Standard

Back, Front

Quick Connect

KB11100585 (86)(87)

Construction

Back, Front,
Side

Quick Connect

hip pad/
belt

belt
loops
√

√

√

ExofiT™ Full Body Harnesses

The ExoFit™ Full Body Harness features a wrap
around, no-tangle design that slips on like a vest,
making it quicker and easier to put on while providing ventilation, comfort, padding and security.
The materials are soft and lightweight, yet
extremely durable. The shoulder, hip and
leg padding is built-in so it can’t slip. The
breathable lining guarantees you’ll stay dry
and comfortable every day. And the quickrelease buckles are fast, efficient and totally
secure!
• Incorporates a breathable lining that immediately draws moisture away from the
body keeping the worker dry and comfortable all day long
• Ergonomic design incorporates built-in
shoulder, hip and leg padding that always
stays in place enhancing comfort and
worker satisfaction
• Soft edging moves with you preventing
uncomfortable rubbing or chafing enhancing comfort and mobility
• i-Safe™ RFID enabled (See above description)

Exofit™
Construction Harness

Exofit™
STANDARD Harness

Hip pad and belt for use with
tool pouches, front and side
d-rings KB1EXO/MB

Ideal harness for all general
purpose applications
KB1EXO/M

ExofiT™ Full Body Harnesses
model & size
S M L

Style

D-rings

buckle type

KB1EXO/S (/M)(/L)

Vest

Back, Front

Quick Connect

KB1EXO/SB (/MB)(/LB)

Construction

Back, Front,
Side

Quick Connect

hip pad/
belt

belt
loops
√

√

√
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DELTA ™ II Full Body Harnesses

The Delta™II full body harnesses feature the
patented Delta™ No-Tangle Pad for extra comfort
throughout the neck, shoulders and back.
This design holds the shape of the harness,
making it easier to put on. This added comfort
and ease of donning has greatly improved
worker acceptance and reduced the probability of improper usage. Our patented springloaded “stand-up” back d-ring ensures quick
and easy connection to your fall arrest device.
A wide variety of models and options lets you
find just the right harness for almost any work
application.

DELTA II
Construction Harness
™

Hip pad and belt for use
with tool pouches and side
D-rings for positioning

KB11101312

• Patented spring-loaded stand-up back dring for quick and easy connection
• Book-style labels keep information and
inspection logs readily available
• Forged alloy steel hardware for maximum
strength and durability
• i-Safe™
Every DBI-SALA harness now comes with
i-Safe™, the Intelligent Safety System that
incorporates RFID and web-enabled communications technologies, providing you
with the ability to centrally track inspections, control field inventory and manage
critical safety information.

DELTA™ II
POSITIONING Harness
Side D-rings for
positioning and belt
loops for separate belt
attachment

KB11107527

HI-VIS
WORK VEST Harness

Sleeveless waist length
vest with harness built-in
for high visibility day and
night

KB1800HV
Spring-loaded stand-up
back D-ring for quick
and easy connection.
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DELTA II
STANDARD Harness
™

Ideal harness for all general purpose applications

KB11101319

DELTA™ II NOMEX /
KEVLAR HARNESS
®

®

Flame resistant Nomex®/
Kevlar® webbing

KB1K-P29

FULL BODY HARNESSES

DELTA II Harnesses
™

model & size
KB11101312 (U)

style

D-rings

Vest

Front, Back,
Side

buckle type

hip pad/belt

belt loops

Quick Connect

√

√

√

√

KB11101319 (U)

Vest

Front, Back

Quick Connect

KB11107527 (U)

Positioning Vest

Back, Side

Pass Thru

KB1K-P29 (U)

Nomex /Kevlar Vest

Back

Pass Thru

KB1800HV (U)

Hi Vis Vest

Back

Pass Thru

®

®

additional

Nomex®/Kevlar® Web
√

√

Hi-Vis Vest

** U size = Universal Size – one size fits most; Medium & Large range

1

2

4

3

Delta® II Harness Accessories
1 KK09501207 Delta™ Comfort Back Pad
2 9504374
Lanyard Keeper
3 5900892
Pouch with Belt Loops &
Velcro Closure
4 KK02050
Harness & Lanyard Bag,
30cm x 25cm x 60cm
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DBI-SALA

Shock
Absorbing
Lanyards

Innovation for Ease-of-use
and Durability

Lanyards are flexible lines with a connector at each end used to connect the
anchorage to the body support of a fall protection system. Lanyards should
be connected to the back D-ring for fall arrest, located between the shoulder blades and ideally should be anchored above the worker to minimise fall
distance. The worker should not walk too far from the overhead anchorage or
a swing fall may occur.

Shock Absorbing Lanyards

Lanyards used for fall protection
must include a shock absorber
to dissipate the energy of the
fall, limiting the forces on the
body of the falling worker.

DBI-SALA is known as an innovator who can
design and build the products you need for all
RESTRAINT Lanyards
your fall protection challenges.
Rope or web lanyards without shock
absorbers may be used for applicaOur lanyards have features that have enhanced
tions that require positioning or
restraint of a worker where there is
worker productivity and safety. Available with
no possibility of a fall.
over 20 different Connectors to fit the application,
DBI-SALA lanyards promote safety and enhance
productivity.
DOUBLE LEG LANYARDS OR 100%
TIE-OFF LANYARDS

(two lanyards that are connected
at one end.) This style of lanyard is
used to provide 100% tie-off.
It allows you to stay protected while
you move from one location to
another.

RETRACTABLE LANYARDS

Retracts automatically to fit the
working area. A unique alternative
to elasticated lanyards.

SPECIALTY SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS:
Kevlar® Lanyards
Kevlar® is a special material that is safe for high temperature
environments. Its char temperature is over 400°C, specially
for use by welders or workers in foundry.
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SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARD

What to look for in a Shock Absorbing Lanyard
WEBBING

Webbing is an important factor in the durability and safety of the lanyard.
You want to ensure that the webbing is strong enough to endure rough use
and exposure to sunlight and other elements without tearing or fraying.
Kevlar® webbing is used for specialty applications such as welding that
require fire resistance. Webbing may also be coated with polyurethane to
provide protection again grease, oil, dirt and grime.

SHOCK ABSORBER

Lanyards designed for use as part of
a personal fall arrest system must
contain an energy absorbing unit that
will limit the force on the worker to
below 6kN with up to a 4m free fall.

LENGTH

Standard lanyard length is 2m. A lanyard should be
long enough to be user-friendly, but kept as short
as possible to minimise the free fall distance. Knots
should never be tied in lanyards to reduce their
length as this can reduce the strength by 50%.

IMPACT INDICATOR

If the lanyard has been used to arrest a fall or if the
energy absorber has been deployed, the lanyard
must be retired immediately. An impact indicator
gives easy visual reference of an activated shock.

CONNECTOR/HOOK

The popular patented DBI-SALA snap
hook allows one-handed use with no
pinching of thumbs or fingers. Lanyards can also be fitted with larger
snap hooks or karabiners for connection to larger anchorages.

i-Safe™ (coming soon)

Every DBI-SALA lanyard now comes with i-Safe™,
the Intelligent Safety System that incorporates RFID
and web-enabled communications technologies,
providing you with the ability to centrally track inspections, control field inventory and manage critical
safety information.

SELECTION GUIDE
Product

Description

Expander

Stretchable to provide freedom of movement with
shock absorber that limits arresting forces to no more
than 6kN

Recommended For

Zorba

Designed for versatility and available in many variations for optimum safety

• Construction
• Oil & gas
• Utility & maintenance

Retrax™

The first shock absorbing lanyard that retracts automatically to fit the working area

• Bucket truck
• Aerial lift
• Bridge construction

35mm
polyester
webbing

Restraint

Durable, high quality lanyards for non-fall arrest applications

• Construction

12mm
polyamide
rope

•
•
•
•
•

Construction
Oil & gas
Utility & maintenance
Plant maintenance
Tower climbing

Line
35mm
polyester
webbing

Retraction
& expansion

Rated for
tie-off at
feet

√

√

27mm polyester
45mm Kevlar®
12mm polyamide rope

√

√

√

√
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SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS
‘EXPANDER’
Shock Absorbing Lanyards

RETRAX™
Shock Absorbing Lanyards

‘ZORBA’
Shock Absorbing Lanyards

The ‘Expander’ line has been uniquely
designed to expand and contract with use in
reaction to the worker’s movements. It stays
out of the worker’s way when not in use,
avoiding trips and snags. Limits arresting
forces to 6kN or less.

Retrax™ is the first shock absorbing
lanyard that retracts automatically to fit
the working area. It is a unique alternative to elasticized lanyards. Unique
spring technology retracts and expands
from 0.6 to 1.8m. Adjustable retraction length to allow the user to limit
retraction.

Our Standard shock absorbing lanyards
are lightweight and compact; their
simple design integrates the shock
absorber for reduced weight and bulk.
They utilize a tearing action when
subjected to fall arrest forces, limiting
arresting forces to no more than 6kN.

Positioning
Lanyards & devices
These devices are used to maintain a working position at height or restrict
movement to avoid a hazardous position - not for fall arrest. Choose from
simple rope lanyard or one that utilizes a cam operated locking and
adjustment system.

SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS
Length (includes
connectors)

Connectors

√

1.25m

AJ508

Zorba Webbing

√

1.25m

AJ508

Zorba Kevlar

√

1.75m

AJ508

KE5175R

Zorba Rope

√

1.75m

AJ508

KE5175R/SC

Zorba Rope

√

1.95m

AJ508 KJ527

KE5175W

Zorba Webbing

√

1.75m

KE5175X

Zorba Expander

√

1.75m

AJ508

KE5175X/2

Zorba Expander

√

1.95m

AJ508 KJ527

KE5200YX/2

Expander Y

2m

AJ508+2X KJ527

KE5RX175

Retrax

√

1.75m

AJ508

KE5RX175/1

Retrax

√

1.85m

AJ508+KJ523

Model #

Type

Single leg

KE5125R

Zorba Rope

KE5125W
KE5175K

Double Leg

√

KE5RX175/2

Retrax

√

1.95m

AJ508+KJ527

KE5SKYL2

Skyhook

√

1.75m

AJ508+KJ527

KE5SKYL3

Skyhook

√

1.75m

AJ508+KJ5105S

Additional

Positioning Devices
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Length (includes
connectors)

Connectors

Additional

N/A

2m

KJ5024 +AJ567

Adjustable

Trigger-Positioning

N/A

5m

KJ5024 +AJ567

Adjustable

KF7T10000

Trigger-Positioning

N/A

10m

KJ5024 +AJ567

Adjustable

KF7200

Rope Positioning

√

1.1m - 1.7m

2xKJ5105S

Adjustable

KL1P9/3

Rope Positioning

√

0.9m

with eye

KL1P9/4

Rope Positioning

√

1.2m

with eye

KL1P9/5

Rope Positioning

√

1.5m

with eye

KL1P9/6

Rope Positioning

√

1.8m

with eye

Model #

Type

Single leg

KF7T2000

Trigger-Positioning

KF7T5000

Double Leg

ANCHORAGES AND ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS

DBI-SALA

Anchorages
and Anchorage
Connectors
Security to Match the Task

Anchorage connectors are greatly dependent on the specific requirements of the
purchaser, including the type of attachment, the environment and the connecting
system. DBI-SALA offers the most complete
line of anchorage connectors available,
rigorously tested to ensure the strength
you need. This means you can always find
the best product to fit your requirements.

Anchorages
An anchorage is a secure point
of attachment for the fall arrest
system. The anchorage must be
capable of supporting a load of
10kN per worker attached to the
anchorage or shall be designed,
installed and used as part of a
complete personal fall arrest
system which maintains a safety
factor of at least 2.
Anchorages may be certified
(designed or engineered on site
for fall protection) or non-certified
(beams, trusses or other suitably
strong structures).
Certified anchorages should be
identified with paint or special
markings and kept on a site
location list.
Anchorage Connectors
Anchorage connectors provide a
means of attaching the system to
the anchorage. These vary widely
depending on application. Some
of the common types are anchor
slings, roof anchors, beam clamps,
rail sliders, trolleys, eyebolts and
shepherd hooks.

Anchorage CONNECTORS

Anchorage CONNECTORS

TIE-OFF ADAPTORS/
SCAFFOLD CHOKERS

These anchors are secured
to the concrete decks and
columns. They provide the
worker safety and mobility
when performing leading
edge work.

These anchors can be mounted
on flanges horizontally.
Models can be permanently
attached or temporarily clamped,
offering both a fixed and mobile
anchorage connector.

Tie-off adaptors and scaffold
chokers are alternative anchorage connectors for a fall
arrest system. They may be
made of different materials,
including cable and webbing.

FOR CONCRETE

FOR STEEL
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ANCHORAGES AND ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS

What to look for in an
Anchorage Connector
Anchorage connectors are sold by:
• what they connect to (steel, concrete, roofs)
• whether they are fixed or mobile
• Whether they are permanent or portable

WHAT TO LOOK
FOR IN A SNAP
HOOK AND
KARABINER

Experienced DBI-SALA technicians can provide guidance on which anchorage connector will best fit your
applications.

Self-locking

Testing
Anchorage connectors are a critical part of a fall protection system. They must be tested to ensure that
they have the strength to withstand the tremendous
forces that can be generated by a fall. Capital Safety
anchorage connectors are rigorously tested both
in-house and by independent, non-profit testing and
certification companies.

Snap hooks and karabiners used in fall protection or
rescue operations must be self-locking. Non-locking hooks
must not be used for fall protection because of the danger
of rollout—the accidental disengagement of a connector
from whatever it is attached to.

One-handed operation

Snap hooks should be simple to operate in order to ensure
that they are used properly, even when wearing gloves.

Materials

DBI-SALA snap hooks and karabiners are made of high
tensile alloy steel or aluminium.

Standards

VACUUM ANCHORS

With a Vacuum Anchor System
at your workers’ side, they can
anchor to virtually any smooth,
non-porous surface simply by
flipping a switch and waiting
for the green light. So whether
they need to work on a tank,
vessel or large steel structure,
they’ll always be able to quickly, easily put themselves where
they need to be—without putting themselves in danger.

Snap hooks and karabiners used for fall protection must
conform to EN362, have double security and be automatic
gate closing.

2200110 - Self-Contained Vacuum Anchor System assembly
2200111 - Self-Contained Vacuum Anchor System assembly
with On Board Bottle Attachment

FREESTANDING COUNTERWEIGHT ANCHOR

The freestanding counterweight anchor provides a tie-off point for
personnel performing work on flat roofs or structures. The anchor is
fall arrest rated and can be used as a single anchor point system.
After set-up, simply attach your shock absorbing lanyard, self retracting lifeline or rope grab and lifeline and you are ready to go.
The counterweight anchor simply placed on top of the working surface. Weighted bases are added to rubber trays that are connected
to a shock absorbing tie-off post. The anchor’s freestanding design
installs without penetrating the roof sheathing or surface, saving valuable time and money. In addition, the design reduces the possibility of
surface damage, roof leaks and voided roof warranties
Installation of the anchor system is simple, fast and efficient. Due
to its modular design, the installer will never have to lift more than
21kg. In some applications, the entire system can be lifted (by forklift
or crane) into place for instant set-up and use.
7255003 - Freestanding Counterweight Anchor for Concrete
and Bitumen Membrane type roofs (for asphalt and stone chipping type roofs, an additional four weights will be required)
7200439 - Single Counterweight only (20kg)
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ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS
Description

Model #

Additional

Tie-Off Adaptor

Product

45mm 100% polyester webbing, hardware 8mm diameter
bar, stainless steel 316 with polished finish. 6mm thick
cloth reinforced rubber anti slip interior surface.

KM418

83cm length

Tie-Off Choker

45mm 100% Polyester webbing, Hardware 8mm diameter
bar, stainless steel 316 with polished finish. 6mm thick
cloth reinforced rubber anti slip interior surface.

KM419
KM421

83cm length
150cm length

Door Jamb Anchor

Non-penetrating anchor installs against door or window
jambs. Fits openings 54.6 to 130.8cm, weighs 6.3kg

2100080

Fits openings from
54.6cm-130.8cm

BEAM ANCHORS
Product

Model #

Description

Glyder2 Sliding
Beam Anchor

KM22104700

For complete horizontal mobility when tied off at the worker’s feet. Easily
installed and easily removed and taken to a new site. Integrated ratcheting
adjustment system provides quick and easy installation and removal. NO
MORE PINS AND CHAINS! Extremely lightweight at only 1.66 kg, with a user
capacity of 189 kg. Fits flange 9cm to 35 cm wide, up to 3cm thick

Glyder™ Sliding
Beam Anchor

KM2GLYDA/2

For complete horizontal mobility when tied off at the worker’s feet. Easily
installed and easily removed and taken to a new site. Fits flange 15cm to
45cm wide, up to 6.3cm thick

Man Rated I-Beam Trolley

KM22103143

Designed for use on I-Beam Flanges ranging from 7.6cm to 20.3cm wide, up
to 17.5mm thick. This anchorage connector rolls along an I-Beam providing
horizontal mobility

™

CONCRETE CONNECTORS
Product

KJ5024

Description

Model #

Concrete
D-Ring
Anchor

Reusable D-Ring assembly—drill hole in set concrete,
insert and torque anchor; for temporary or permanent
applications; fits 18mm or 19mm holes (standard drill
bits); connection swivels 360˚

2104565
2104566
2104567

Leading
Edge
Concrete
Anchor

Developed for work on pre-cast concrete; use with
Leading Edge Ultra-Lok®; can also be used as end anchors for temporary horizontal lifeline; zinc plated steel
(*available January 2008)

2105503

Concrete
Anchor
Strap

Provides temporary anchorage on concrete forms; loop slips
over rebar, concrete is poured on top of loop and wear pad;
once concrete sets, serves as 22kN anchorage point; when
no longer needed, simply cut strap and discard. Durable
44mm polyester webbing with full length outer wear pad;
zinc plated steel D-ring

KJ527

KJ50645

KJ5105S

KJ5106

Additional
Standard model
D-ring assembly with 5 additional bolts
D-ring assembly with 11 additional bolts
Use with KD23504500 Ultra-Lok® Leading
Edge Self-Retracting Lifeline

2100056

1m length with D-ring

2100057

1.2m length with D-ring
1m length with web loop

2100062

KJ5107

KJ5108

KJ523

KarabinerS
Product

Description

Model #

Additional

Aluminium
Karabiner

Aluminium body. Twist lock
Breaking Strength 25kN.

KJ5024

21mm gate opening

Aluminium
Karabiner

Aluminium body. Double action scaffold
hook. Breaking Strength 25kN.

KJ527

60mm gate opening

Aluminium
Karabiner

Aluminium body. Double action scaffold
hook. Breaking Strength 23kN.

KJ50645

60mm gate opening

Steel
Karabiner

Zinc plated steel body. Screw gate
karabiner. Breaking Strength 22kN.

KJ5105S

17mm gate opening

Steel
Karabiner

Zinc plated steel body. Twist lock.
Breaking Strength 45kN.

KJ5106

33mm gate opening

Steel
Karabiner

Zinc plated steel body. Screw gate
karabiner. Breaking Strength 50kN.

KJ5107

20mm gate opening

Steel
Karabiner

Zinc plated steel body. Twist lock scaffold
Breaking Strength 30kN.

KJ5108

50mm gate opening

Steel
Snap Hook

Zinc plated steel body. Double action
snap hook.Breaking Strength 23kN

KJ523

20mm gate opening
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DBI-SALA offers the
industry’s widest range
of anchorage devices

DBI-SALA offers the industry’s
widest range of anchorage
connectors combining ease of
use and lightweight materials
designed to meet or exceed CE
standards.

VERTICAL SYSTEMS
VERTICAL ROPE
LIFELINE ASSEMBLIES

DBI-SALA vertical lifelines
are made from 100% polyamide ropes, either 3 strand
twisted or kernmantle.
Both offer excellent resistance to abrasion for added
durability, longevity and
increased safety.
All ropes are CE marked and
conforming to the standard
EN353-2.

Removable Rope Grab
5000337

ROPE LIFELINES
Model #

Length

Rope Type

Connectors

KC209/15

15m

16mm 3 strand rope

Spliced eye on both ends

KC209/20

20m

16mm 3 strand rope

Spliced eye on both ends

KC209/30

30m

16mm 3 strand rope

Spliced eye on both ends

KC209/61

61m

16mm 3 strand rope

Spliced eye on both ends

KC207/10/4

10m

11mm kernmantle rope

Quarter turn automatic karabiner at one end

KC207/15/4

15m

11mm kernmantle rope

Quarter turn automatic karabiner at one end

KC207/20/4

20m

11mm kernmantle rope

Quarter turn automatic karabiner at one end

KC207/30/4

30m

11mm kernmantle rope

Quarter turn automatic karabiner at one end

Removable Rope Grab
KC2LRG1REM

ROPE GRABS
Type

Model #

Lifeline

Karabiner

Removable Rope Grab

5000337

16mm twisted rope

17mm gate opening

Removable rope grab with attached karabiner. Grab stays locked in
place once positioned.

11mm kernmantle

17mm gate opening

Removable rope grab with attached karabiner and lanyard

Removable Rope Grab
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KC2LRG1REM

Description

SELF RETRACTING LIFELINES
DBI-SALA

Self
Retracting
Lifelines
Industry Leaders

DBI-SALA has been the industry leader in
the development of reliable, versatile self
retracting lifelines (SRL’s). DBI-SALA SRL
innovations include the patented Sealed
SRL and the impact indicator, an important
safety innovation which has now been
widely adopted across the industry.
An SRL is a flexible lifeline
attached to a mechanism that
allows it to extend and retract
under slight tension when the user
moves away from and toward the
device. This enables a user to
work safely while moving within
a recommended area at normal
speeds.

SRL’s can be used in a variety of situations,
but are primarily used to provide movement
and protection of users in a vertical work
area. The SRL should be anchored to a location directly above the user. SRL’s can also
be used with a horizontal lifeline to improve
the overall mobility of the system.
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SELF RETRACTING LIFELINES

What to look for in an SRL
HOUSING

The SRL casing protects the inner parts of
the SRL and holds the excess line when not
in use. Durable, impact-resistant housings
offer longer wear and greater protection of
the brakes and retraction springs. DBI-SALA
developed the industry’s only fully Sealed SRL
that isolates the critical working components,
protecting them from the dirt, oil or grease
that the retracted cable can bring inside.

i-Safe™

Every DBI-SALA SRL now comes with i-Safe™,
the Intelligent Safety System that incorporates RFID and web-enabled communications
technologies, providing you with the ability to
centrally track inspections, control field inventory and manage critical safety information.

LINE

SRL lines can be made from cable, webbing or
synthetic rope. Cable is considered for rugged,
outdoor applications or where the line may
be in touch with sharp objects. Web is a more
lightweight, compact choice, often preferred
indoors for less industrial applications and
for warehousing. Stainless steel offers the
ultimate in corrosion resistance, reliability and
longevity.

RESERVE LIFELINE

Some SRL’s have an emergency reserve lifeline
feature which means that if a worker has nearly all
the line extended and experiences a fall, the unit
will still be capable of absorbing energy and keeping
the arresting forces to a minimum.

3-WAY RETRIEVAL OPTION

Some SRL’s incorporate a built-in winch retrieval
mechanism. These units not only provide fall protection as a worker enters a confined space such as a
sewer or tank, but also allow activation of a retrieval
mechanism for fast, convenient rescue. Raising
and/or lowering is fast and convenient.

QUICK ACTIVATING BRAKING SYSTEM

Many industry SRL’s use a seat-belt type extension
and retraction mechanism which can malfunction
and lock-up when you don’t want them to. DBI-SALA
SRL’s feature an anti-racheting, twin disc brake
mechanism that provides smooth operation and
locks only when you are ready. Once the mechanism
engages, it stays locked, ensuring that the worker is
not racheted down to the ground. The system limits
arresting forces to 4kN or less. Because fall arrest
begins within .6m, the required clearance distance is
reduced when using DBI-SALA SRL’s.

IMPACT INDICATOR

SRL’s should be inspected before each use and
monthly by the customers’ designated competent person. Inspections are made easier with
an impact indicator that immediately shows
an orange or red band if the SRL has been
loaded or has arrested a fall. All SRL’s should
be removed from service following the arrest
of a fall and if the impact indicator is visible.
In most cases the unit will have to be returned
to an authorised service centre for servicing or
replacement.

SNAP HOOK

The snap hook affects ease and speed of connection. A swivel snap hook provides versatility
to allow the SRL to be easily connected to a
wide variety of anchorages, making it adaptable to different work structures. The patented
DBI-SALA self-locking snap hook opens and
connects without thumbs or fingers getting in
the way.

DBI-SALA SRL’s...smooth, safe operation and built to last!
SELECTION GUIDE
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Product

Description

UltraLok®

Rugged, highly engineered
devices that can be counted
on for user safety, efficiency
and comfort

Sealed

Impact
Indicator

AntiRacheting

Swivel
Hook

Reserve
Lifeline

√

√

√
(cable)

√

Recommended For

Housing

General construction
Commercial roofing
Residential roofing
Warehousing (web)
Order picker

Heavy duty
polyurethane

Patented technology separates
components from grease,
moisture and dirt for the most
durable, rugged unit available
on the market

• Oil & gas
• Construction
• Utility & maintenance

Heavy gauge
stainless
steel and
aluminium

√

√

√

√

Heavy
Duty
Compact

Rugged, highly engineered
devices that can be counted
on for user safety, efficiency
and comfort

• General construction
• maintenance

Heavy duty
aluminium

√

√

√
(cable)

√

Talon™

Compliant and dependable
quality SRL’s, yet economical

• Order pickers
• General construction

•
•
•
•
•

Optional
(web)

Optional
(web)
Nylon

√

√

Optional

SELF RETRACTING LIFELINES
Ultra-Lok® Self Retracting Lifeline

The Ultra-Lok® web and cable SRL’s are rugged, highly
engineered devices that can be counted on for user safety,
efficiency and comfort.
•
•
•
•

Maximum durability with minimal weight
Stainless steel working components for corrosion resistance
Durable polyurethane housing and aluminium side plates
Anti-racheting, twin disc brake system limits arresting
forces to 6kN or less
• Smooth performance
• Fast, easy connection and greater flexibility
Ultra-Lok® Self Retracting Lifeline
3.3m 25mm nylon web lifelines for reduced
weight. Also available in 6m. KD1PWB335
Ultra-Lok Self Retracting Lifeline
9m 5 mm galvanized wire rope.
Also available in 6m, 15m and 25m
KD23504430
®

Leading Edge Ultra-Lok®
Self Retracting Lifeline
9m 5.5mm galvanized steel wire rope.
35% stronger than standard SRL cables.
Also available in 16m. Mounts into DBI-SALA’s
leading edge concrete anchor to form a complete
swivel system that won’t twist or tangle.
KD23504500

Ultra-LoK® self retracting lifelines– WeB
model #

length

line type

connector

KD1PWB335

3.3m

web 25mm nylon

swivel hook

Ultra-LoK® self retracting lifelines – Cable
model #

length

line type

connector

KD23504430

9m

galvanized 5mm

swivel hook

KD23504431

9m

stainless 5mm

swivel hook

KD23504433

6m

galvanized 5mm

swivel hook

KD23504434

6m

stainless 5mm

swivel hook

KD23504450

15m

galvanized 5mm

swivel hook

KD23504451

15m

stainless 5mm

swivel hook

KD23504485

26m

galvanized 5mm

swivel hook

KD23504486

26m

stainless 5mm

swivel hook

galvanized 5.5mm

energy absorber with
swivel hook

KD23504500

9m

Sealed Self Retracting Lifelines

DBI-SALA Sealed SRL’s incorporate a revolutionary patented
sealed technology that separates all dynamic components
from foreign elements such as grease, moisture and dirt.
Unparalleled in the industry, this true-seal equipment ensures efficient, safe operation under all working
conditions.
• Most durable, rugged unit available on the
market
• Self-adjusting disc brake limits arresting
forces to 6kN or less
• Aluminium and stainless steel, heavy gauge
housing that resists damage from impacts
and ensures long lasting, reliable performance
• 15m 5mm galvanized steel wire rope for
durability. Available in 25m and 39m
• Optional 3-way retrieval winch mechanism for
efficient and convenient rescue operations

sealed self retracting lifelines
model #

length

line type

connector

KD2PS15

15m

galvanized
5mm

swivel hook

KD2PS15SS

15m

stainless
5mm

swivel hook

KD2PS25

25m

galvanized
5mm

swivel hook

KD2PS25SS

25m

stainless
5mm

swivel hook

KD2PS39

39m

galvanized
5mm

swivel hook

KD2PS39SS

39m

stainless
5mm

swivel hook

Sealed Self Retracting Lifeline
15m cable KD2PS15

TaloN™ Web Self Retracting Lifelines

Talon™ Self Retracting Lifelines are engineered for reliable protection that locks when it should, won’t lock when it shouldn’t.
Dependable quality in an economical model. Anti-ratcheting brake system limits arresting forces to 6kN or less.
•
•
•
•

Extremely lightweight design—under 1.4 kg!
Direct harness attachment option
Built in anchorage connector
Greater freedom of movement without compromising safety
• Maintains compact size and weight for comfort and convenience
Talon™ Self
Retracting Lifeline
2.4m
KD1TALONNH

Talon™ series self retracting lifelines
model #

length

Single/
Twin leg

Line type

Connector

KD1TALONNH

2.4m

Single

19mm
Nylon web

Standard hook

KD1TALONSC

2.4m

Single

19mm
Nylon web

Rebar aluminium
hook

KD1TALONS2

2.4m

Single

19mm
Nylon web

Swivel Rebar
aluminium hook

KD1TALTWIN

2m

Twin

25mm
Nylon web

Rebar aluminium
hook

Talon™ Twin Leg Self
Retracting Lifeline
2m
KD1TALTWIN
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DBI-SALA

Horizontal
Lifeline Systems
The Most Thoroughly Engineered On The Market
For years safety engineers and site directors have put their trust in the highly engineered
DBI-SALA horizontal lifeline systems for superior technology and service. With the largest
range of systems to fit the variety of applications, DBI-SALA horizontal lifelines offer
significant benefits to enhance safety and productivity.
A horizontal lifeline is a complex system comprised of a flexible line with
connectors at both ends for securing it horizontally between two anchorages or anchorage connectors. These systems are used to protect
workers operating in the horizontal plane who may not have continuous
access to suitable anchorage points. Horizontal lifeline systems include
the lifeline component, necessary connectors and anchorages, and may
include an energy absorbing component.

LINES

What to look
for in a
Horizontal
Lifeline

Most horizontal lifelines are made
from galvanized metal or stainless
steel to prevent the system from
wearing out through constant use or
environmental factors.

END CONNECTIONS

Swaged or factory manufactured
ends guarantees a faultless
link between the cable and the
anchorage points, preserving the
strength of the cable or rope at
its connection point.

ENERGY ABSORBER

Some systems have in-line energy absorbers to
reduce the overall forces on the system. The DBISALA EZ-Line has an internal energy absorber.
This means in case of a fall on the line, there will be
less forces applied to the anchorage structure.

Adjustable Termination

Construction practices are fast moving so your
equipment needs to be as well. For example the EZLine allows the user to easily adjust the cable length
of the horizontal lifeline systems.
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HORIZONTAL LIFELINE SYSTEMS
Precision Engineering

A horizontal lifeline system may appear to be a basic line strung between two anchors. It is not! Proper engineering is
critical to ensure a safe lifeline. Typical failures involve improper calculation of clearance, no account for sag in the lifeline, misunderstanding of anchorage strength and location. When a fall is experienced on a horizontal lifeline, the load is
magnified back to the anchorage point generating tremendous force. The amount of sag amplifies the forces on the end
anchors. Other factors include the number of workers using the system, overall length and the material used. Precision
engineered systems that have endured rigorous testing and meet European requirements take the guesswork out of
putting together a horizontal fall protection system.

Superior DBI-SALA technology for more
confidence in your horizontal fall protection
SELECTION GUIDE
Product

Description

SecuraSpan®
Pour-In-Place

Temporary
Simple & versatile
system mounts
into sleeve that
is casted into the
concrete during the
intial pour

Safeline™
Horizontal Lifeline
System - Synthetic

Recommended For

Installation

Energy
Absorber

Cable

No. of
Users Up to:

• Parking decks
• Concrete construction

Stanchion slides
into casted in
place sleeve

N/A

N/A

N/A

Temporary
The lightest
synthetic portable
horizontal lifelines
available

•
•
•
•

Plant maintenance
Bridge work
Construction
Manufacturing

Easy with no
special tools or
equipment

Rope acts
as
energy
absorber

3 strand
twisted
polyamide
16mm

2 users

EZ-Line™

Temporary
Fastest horizontal
lifeline to install
and remove. Cable
simply stores inside
the case for transport and stocking

•
•
•
•

Plant maintenance
Bridge work
Construction
Manufacturing

Easy with no
special tools or
equipment

Zorbit™

6mm
galvanized

2 users

evolution™

Permanent
Always available,
completely versatile
- straight or curved
systems, better
safety thanks to
bypassing intermediate bracket points
without unhooking
from the lifeline

• Rooftops
• Leading edges
• Holes or openings on
roofs or floors

By qualified
installers only

LEAP
absorbers
and posts

8mm
stainless
steel

5

Permanent vs. Portable

Horizontal lifelines systems are classified as permanent or portable. Portable systems must be easy to install and
remove. DBI-SALA portable lifeline systems are affordable and lightweight for quick installation and versatile use.
Evolution™ is a particularly flexible system for companies seeking a permanent solution. It provides protection of their
workplaces without any damage to the buildings or the structures into which the lifeline has to be incorporated.
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Pour-in-Place SecuraSpan® System

SecuraSpan® post SecuraSpan® post installs to column tops providing workers an waist height anchorage
point for fall protection during the decking process. The post (galvanized steel pole) simply slides into place
in the hole in the pre-cast concrete section and does not require “tie-back” for a faster installation. By using a EZ-Line Retractable Horizontal Lifeline, Single span or multi-span configurations can be made up to
run indefinitely. Each EZ-Line can handle up to 2 workers. Span between intermediates can be as great as
18m depending upon your clearance requirements.
EN795 class A
7400207 Securaspan Post

SaFEline™ SYNTHETIC
Horizontal Lifeline Systems

The Safeline™ horizontal lifeline systems
are not only lightweight and easy to install,
they are also extremely portable. Just
disassemble and take to the next job.
Engineered with DBI-SALA attention to
quality and detail, the Sayfline™ system is
a complete kit in its own carrying bag that
is easily installed with no special tools or
equipment.
Complete with 16mm 3 strand twisted rope
lifeline assembly with an easy to use tensioning device double action snap hooks for
direct attachment to anchorage, or can rope
can be passed around structure and snap
hook connected back on to 8-ring on rope

synthetic SafEline™ clearance

(required above lower level or obstruction)

Safeline™ Systems

Span length

1 user

5m

5.5m

2 users
6.2m

10m

6.8m

7.5m

15m

8.25m

9.2m

20m

9.5m

10.8m

KN9SS25020 20m long

25m

10.8m

12.6m

KN9SS25030 30m long

30m

12.15m

14.3m

KN9SS25010 10m long

Please note: See product instruction manuals for complete clearance
information or different user scenarios.

EZ-line™ Temporary
Horizontal Lifeline System

The EZ-Line is the most user friendly and fastest horizontal lifeline to install and remove on
the market today. The 18m lifeline is simply pulled out for installation and retracted into its
housing/case with the built in handle. No more unruly cable that is difficult to set-up, relocate
and store. Built in tension and impact indicators take the guess work out of system set-up.
Extremely lightweight system is 33% lighter than conventional 18m systems.
7605061

evolution™ PERmanent
Horizontal Lifeline System

evolution™ is a permanently installed horizontal lifeline system that is completely versatile - straight or curved systems and
unlimited length. The system offers multiple users the ability to be fully protected, working hands-free, bypassing intermediate bracket points without unhooking from the lifeline. The system can be installed in various orientations to suit site
requirements including above or at the user’s feet. We have a complete network of certified installers to custom design,
price and install these systems. Please call us for details or visit www.horizontallifeline.com to locate an installer near you.
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CONFINED SPACE ENTRY, RESCUE & DESCENT SYSTEMS
DBI-SALA

CONFINED
SPACE ENTRY,
RESCUE &
DESCENT
EQUIPMENT

Reliability When You Need It the Most
When it comes to rescue, it is essential that equipment operates perfectly...and fast.
DBI-SALA has developed a complete line of rescue and retrieval systems that are more
effective than any other in the industry. Safety engineers and site directors trust DBI-SALA
for the type of high quality, rugged systems that will ensure top performance when it is
needed.
Rescue and retrieval are critical
components of any fall protection
program. The fast and effective
performance of these tasks often
means the difference between a
non-injury fall and one resulting
in serious worker harm. Often the
longer a fallen employee remains
suspended or trapped, the worse
his injuries.
Rescue and descent equipment
choices depend on the job site,
the tasks being performed and
the available manpower. Rescue
and descent equipment includes
tripods, davit arms, winches, comprehensive rescue systems and
descent devices.

Rescue Basics

• If a fallen worker can be accessed
remotely then this method should be
used. In some cases industrial sites
have relied on local fire departments
to assist in rescue, but this is no
longer allowed and where rescue is
deemed necessary in-house rescue
methods and /or teams should be
put into place.
• If descent to a fallen worker is
required rescuers should always be
backed up with a secondary redundant system such as a belay system
or SRL that is totally independent of
the primary means of rescue.
• All rescue team members should
receive training and practice on a
regular basis.

Confined Space Rescue

Confined spaces, such as sewers, tanks
or silos, are one of the most challenging of rescue situations. Cramped
space and narrow openings can make
access by rescuers difficult. At the
same time, these situations often present problems such as inadequate ventilation or noxious air that make immediate rescue imperative. Generally a
person without oxygen for four minutes
will die or suffer brain damage.
The critical nature of these rescues
sometimes leads to poorly planned
attempts. Two-thirds of deaths in
confined space rescue occur to people
trying to rescue someone else. Proper
equipment and trainnig to perform
quick, safe rescues is essential in any
operation where confined spaces must
be entered. DBI-SALA confined space
and rescue equipment is engineered
for perfect performance in critical
emergency situations.
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What to look for in a Confined Space
Entry & Rescue System
Ease-of-Use

During an emergency, speed and
safety is your primary concern
and decisions must be made
quickly. There is no room for
error! DBI-SALA Rescue Systems
provide you with the confidence
to handle crisis in a confined
space.

Mechanical Systems

The mechanical device is one
of the most critical parts of the
rescue system. It provides the
means to retrieve an incapacitated worker to safety. Lifeline
type and length are just a few of
the options. In some situations,
a secondary or back-up system is
required.

Durability

Confined space systems have to
be built to stand up to the harshest environments.
Components must be designed
from quality materials strong
enough to endure rough use and
exposure to the elements.

Versatility

The confined space system should
be adjustable, readily adapting to
extreme environment and uneven
terrain. A modular design is also
helpful, allowing you to add-on to
the system over time.

Strength

The system you choose must be
rated for the application you plan
on using it for, such as fall arrest,
rescue, man-riding or material
handling. Choose a system that
has been designed to maximise
strength and minimises weight.

Portability

The portability of a rescue system
is an important factor. It must be
lightweight, easy to transport,
set-up and store. Remember, in
an emergency situation, every
second counts.

ACCESSORIES
Boatswain’s Chair
is ideal for confined
space entry. AG703

What to look for in a Rescue/Descent System

The DBI-SALA product line includes a number of high angle rescue and positioning systems, as well as descent and escape systems that
are safe, easy to use and allow maximum control during use.
Versatility & PORTABILITY

Systems like the Rollgliss
AG6350ST31 series provide ultimate versatility. You can change
hauling ratios on the fly with a
variety of pulleys. Often used by
fully trained rescue teams.

THE ROLLGLISS REMOTE RESCUE KIT:
SIMPLE, FAST, PRACTICAL

Being protected against falls from height is a
good thing, but having a rescue method that is
simple, fast and practical is even better !
• Universal solution for the rescue of a worker
remaining suspended after a fall.
• Simple : you do not have to be rescue
specialist to use it.
• Fast : on average, a rescue takes 6 minutes.
• Practical : everything is contained in a
backpack with a total weight of 8 kg.
• Flexible : the kit is available in different
versions with varying rope lengths of 10, 20
and 30m.
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CONFINED SPACE ENTRY, RESCUE & DESCENT SYSTEMS

DBI-SALA is the name to trust for Confined Space Rescue Equipment
Whether raising, lowering or supporting personnel or materials, our confined space rescue and retrieval systems are designed for versatility and ease of use. They serve as true workhorses, providing routine work support and fall protection, and perform as perfectly engineered rescue and retrieval systems during emergencies
in areas such as manholes, tanks, bins, vaults, etc

Aluminium TRIPOD

The lightweight and portable DBI-SALA aluminium tripod is ideal for manhole entry and retrieval applications. It is easily set-up by one worker and can be transported from one location to another.
Attach one or two mechanical devices and you’re ready to go!
• UL Classified aluminium tripod
• Quick-mount bracket for attachment of mechanical
device
• Rated working load is 157kg for rescue
• Adjustable locking legs with safety chains
• Rubber safety shoes containing spiked edges for
uneven surfaces
• Top pulley assembly for routing of lifeline and eyebolt
anchor points

Model #

Description

Height

Weight

KM1PT7

Aluminium Tripod

2.1m

21kg

KM1PT9

Aluminium Tripod

2.7m

25kg

SALALIFT® II WINCH

This man-rated rescue winch is lightweight and easy to use. It is manually operated by simply rotating the handle to
raise or lower personnel or materials. Galvanized cable is standard, stainless and rope available.
• Gear ratio is 6:1 with an average lifting speed of 3.8m/min
• Quick-mount bracket for attachment to tripod and safety
hook with impact indicator
• Free-wheel mode for operator
maneuverability and overload
clutch for added safety
• Polyethylene housing for
reduced weight and superior
corrosion resistance

Model #

Description

Length

Lifeline Type

Weight

KT2PW60L

SALALIFT® II Winch

18m

6.25mm
galvanized cable

15kg

KT2PW120L

SALALIFT® II Winch

36m

5mm
galvanized cable

17kg

3-WAY SEALED SELF RETRACTING LIFELINE (SRL)

This man-rated personal fall arrest component incorporates a retrieval winch suitable for raising and lowering personnel in emergency rescue/retrieval situations. In the event of a fall, the brake will stop the fall and limit arresting
forces to 600daN or less.
• Quick-mount bracket for attachment to tripod
• Aluminium construction for added
corrosion resistance
• Safety hook with impact indicator

Model #

Description

Length

Lifeline Type

Weight

3400115

Sealed SRL
with bracket

15m

5mm
galvanized cable

18.5kg

3400311

Sealed SRL
with bracket

26m

5mm
galvanized cable

26.5kg

3400509

Sealed SRL
with bracket

39m

5mm
galvanized cable

37.4kg
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COUNTERWEIGHT SYSTEM

This system is composed of a central base unit to accommodate a variety of anchoring options, positioning and adjustment legs, and extension assemblies. Anchoring options include a weight rack for
counter balanced applications, a rail clamp assembly for anchorage to railway track rails, and a wheel
pad assembly to allow counter balance of the unit with an attendant vehicle.
System shown with the following Items:
• 8512894 Counterweight System
• 8518383 Adjustable Upper Davit Arm
• 8518551 Digital 100 Series Winch
• 3400115 3-Way Sealed SRL
• 8516824 Bracket for winch or SRL
• 8510222 Bracket for winch
Model #
• 8510207 Bracket for SRL
8512894

Description

Weight

Counterweight System

89.5kg

ADVANCED 5-PIECE HOIST SYSTEMS

These units are constructed of lightweight materials including high strength aluminium. The davit
pivots for ease of rescue and the base adjusts to fit most standard entries. Other bases available.
System comes complete with:
• 30-72mm Adjustable Offset Mast
8518001
• 82.5cm Lightweight Lower Mast
8518002
• Three-Piece Lightweight Base
8518005
• Winch and SRL’s sold separately

8518000

Optional Portable & Fixed Bases

8512285

Model #

Description

Weight

8518000

Advanced 5-Piece Hoist System

45kg

8518001

Adjustable Upper Davit Arm, 30-72mm

9.9kg

8518002

Lower Mast Extension, 82.5cm

8.1kg

8512285

Adj. Barrel Mount Sleeve,
60cm max opening

25.2kg

8510140

Vehicle Hitch Mount Sleeve

25.7kg

8510109

Core Mount Sleeve Fixed Base

3.6kg

8516190

Floor Mount Sleeve Fixed Base

5.9kg

8516191

Wall Mount Sleeve Fixed Base

5.4kg

8510140

8510109

8516190

8516191

ADVANCED DIGITAL SERIES WINCHES

These winches are rated for 450 lbs. (204kg) with an 11:1 safety factor. It offers 2 cranking speeds capable
of retrieval/descent at average speeds from 13’/min up to 30’/min.
• Digital usage indicator counts revolutions of drum for servicing
• Braking system with 3 independent working pawls and centrifugal back-up system
• Lifeline includes swiveling snap hook with overload indicator
Model #

Description

Length

Lifeline Type

Weight

8518558

Advanced Digital 100 Winch

18m

5mm stainless

14kg

8518559

Advanced Digital 100 Winch

27m

5mm stainless

14.9kg

BASIC SERIES WINCHES

Basic winch includes a permanently mounted handle to the 5.1:1 hub drive with an average speed of 9m/
minute. The handle is simple to use and features a foldaway crank.
• Zinc plated winch with quick plate adaptor - use with 8510222 quick mount bracket
• Comes with load limiter clutch to indicate a fall or misuse
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Model #

Description

Length

Lifeline Type

Weight

8518666

Basic Winch

12m

5mm galvanized

9.9kg

8518667

Basic Winch

12m

5mm stainless

9.9kg

CONFINED SPACE ENTRY, RESCUE & DESCENT SYSTEMS
WINCH MOUNTING BRACKETS
Model #

Description

8510207

Winch/SRL adapter bracket, used with 8516824, allows DBI-SALA SALALIFT® winches
and 3-way sealed SRL’s to attach to Advance Series Davits

8510222

Quick mount bracket, use with 8516824, allows Digital Series winches to quickly
attach to Advance Series Davits

8516824

Quick release mounting bracket, mounts to Advanced Series Upper and Lower Mast

8510222

8510207

8516824

DBI-SALA is the name to trust for Rescue/Descent Equipment
The DBI-SALA product line includes a number of high angle rescue and positioning systems that
are easy to use, safe and allow for maximum control during use. Our descent control systems are
safe, reliable and built to perform when you really need them.

ROLLGLISS® R350 RESCUE SYSTEM

The Rollgliss® system includes the patented one way top shive (only turns when raising) providing efficient
hauling, but more importantly very controlled lowering (a finger and thumb are all that is required to hold
a load). This system also allows you to change the hauling ratios on the fly with a quick release double
locking button on the top and auto locking karabiners on the bottom. This allows for rigging the system for
a roof top rescue, tower rescue, or two person rescue. Standard system comes complete with the
Rollgliss® device, rope control device, anchor sling and carrying bag.
Model #

Description

Travel Length

Lifeline Type

AG6350ST21

R350 Rescue System, 2:1 Ratio

10m to 100m

9mm rope

AG6350ST31

R350 Rescue System, 3:1 Ratio

10m to 100m

9mm rope

AG6350ST51

R350 Rescue System, 5:1 Ratio

10m to 100m

9mm rope

NOTE: Rope sold in increments of 10m, many other accessories, including pulleys
for ratios of 2:1 and 5:1 and winch handles available — call for details.

THE ROLLGLISS REMOTE RESCUE KIT: SIMPLE, FAST, PRACTICAL

Being protected against falls from height is a good thing, but having a rescue method that is simple,
fast and practical is even better !
•
•
•
•
•

Universal solution for the rescue of a worker remaining suspended after a fall.
Simple : you do not have to be rescue specialist to use it.
Fast : on average, a rescue takes 6 minutes.
Practical : everything is contained in a backpack with a total weight of 8 kg.
Flexible : the kit is available in different versions with varying rope lengths of 10, 20 and 30m.
Model #

Description

Travel Length

Lifeline Type

AG62501010

Rescue Kit 10 m

10 m

10,5 mm rope

AG62501020

Rescue Kit 20 m

20 m

10,5 mm rope

AG62501030

Rescue Kit 30 m

30 m

10,5 mm rope
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PROTECTA

Safe, practical, user friendly
equipment at a great price.
For over 50 years the PROTECTA brand has
represented fall protection equipment of superior
quality and at a great price. We’ve pioneered
many of the concepts that are standard practice in
today’s workplace.
The PROTECTA line of fall protection and
rescue equipment has a broad portfolio
of fall protection equipment from basic
harnesses and lanyards to complex industry specific anchorage connectors.
We understand that it’s important to
meet the bottom line and show cost
efficiency, without compromising your
workers safety at height. That’s why the
PROTECTA line of fall protection provides
many of the additional features and
benefits only found in high quality equipment, such as impact indicators, steel
hardware, ergonomic designs and a myriad of accessories and options to meet
many specialised needs and budgets.
Quality is guaranteed by our choice of
materials, meticulous assembly and
thorough inspections. The PROTECTA
brand focuses on complete fall protection
solutions designed for the construction
industry.
Like all of our brands at Capital Safety,
the PROTECTA brand is engineered and
manufactured to the highest quality to
meet and exceed the toughest standards
and codes in the world, such as OSHA,
ANSI CSA, CE, & AUZ.
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FULL BODY HARNESSES
SELECTION GUIDE
Product

Description

Pro™

Dependable,
comfortable
fall protection
at an
economical
price

Recommended
For

Webbing

• Commercial
roofing
• Residential
roofing
• Construction
• Warehousing
• Order picker

100%
polyester

X-Design
with
Padding

Buckle

√
PRO™ with
Comfort
Padding

Quick
Connect,
Pass
Thru

Adjustment
Points

Back
D-Ring

3 point or
5 point

ADJUSTABLE

Hardware

Labels

Integral
Lanyard
keeper

Plated
forged
alloy steel

Book
style
covered

√
some
models

Impact
Indicator
√

PRO™ Full Body Harnesses

PRO™
PRO™
Construction Harness STANDARD Harness

PRO™ HARNESS WITH
COMFORT PADDING

PRO™
INDUSTRiaL Harness

PRO™
ROOF WORK Harness

PRO™
PYLON Harness

AB105135

AB23013

AB10213

AB11313

AB260136

Construction style with hip Vest style with back Dpad and removable belt
ring & pass thru legs

AB10113

Comfort Padding on shoul- Vest style with chest Dders, back and legs & quick rings for climbing
connect buckles

PRO ™
Model & Size
S

PRO™ Line Harnesses provide greater comfort and
added safety—which translates to reduced worker
fatigue and increased productivity.
The great fit and lightweight hardware
provides added safety, value and design
without compromise. Protected labels, global
certification and a variety of styles and sizes
are some of the features that make the PRO™
Harness an easy choice.
• Built-in impact indicators for easy inspection
• Spring loaded torso buckles for quick and
easy adjustment
• Globally accepted standards including
ANSI, OSHA, CSA & CE with one harness
• PRO™ Harnesses with Comfort Padding
features padding on shoulders, back and
legs and quick connect buckles

M/L

XL

Style

Vest style with back &
front D-ring

Comfort Padding, quick
connect buckles, padded
belt/back pad

Full Body Harnesses

D-rings

Buckle
Type

Hip Pad/
Belt

Belt
Loops

Additional/
Standard Met

AB10032 (33)(34)

Vest

Back

Pass Thru

EN361

AB10112 (13)(14)

Construction

Back

Pass Thru

EN361

AB10212 (13)(14)

Construction

Back, Chest

Pass thru

EN361

AB10312 (13)(14)

Vertical Work

Back,
Chest Loops

Pass Thru

EN361

AB104125 (35)(45)

Construction

Back, Side

Pass Thru

√

√

EN361-EN358

AB105125 (35)(45)

Pylon

Back, Side,
Chest

Pass Thru

√

√

EN361-EN358

Back, Front,
Chest

Pass Thru

AB11212

(13)(14)

Construction

AB11312

(13)(14)

EN361

Vertical Work

Back, Front

Pass Thru

AB114125 (35)(45)

Pylon

Back, Front,
Side

Pass Thru

√

√

EN361-EN358

AB115125 (35)(45)

Pylon

Back, Front,
Chest, Side

Pass Thru

√

√

EN361-EN358

Vertical

Back,
Chest Loops

Quick
Connect

√

√

Shoulder Pads
EN361-EN358

Pylon

Back, Side,
Chest Loops

Quick
Connect

√

√

Shoulder Pads
EN361-EN358

AB23012 (13)(14)
AB260126 (36)(46)

EN361
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FALL ARREST KITS
FALL ARREST KITS

AK053 Storage bag

PROTECTA
FALL ARREST KITS

Protecta has
preassembled a range
of fall arrest kits so that
you can quickly find a
complete, ready-to-use
set of equipment.
We’ve redesigned our
line of Protecta Fall
Arrest Kits to meet your
comfort, quality and
choice needs.

SEALING KIT

AA113212
- AB11313 fall arrest harness
- AD212 cable SRL fall arrest
device, 12 m line
- 2 carabiners AJ565-AJ501
- AM402(G) 2m steel sling
- AK053 Storage bag
EN361 - EN360 - EN362

BUILDING KIT

AA110
- AB10213 fall arrest harness
- Cobra mobile fall arrest device
on rope, with line + AJ565
(AC202/03) 10 m of 14 mm rope
(AC210) with a screw gate carabiner, 17mm opening (AJ501)
- AK053 Storage bag
EN361 - EN353/2 - EN362

METAL CONSTRUCTION KIT

AA410
- AB10033 1 point fall arrest harness
- AE522 energy absorber, 2 m length
- 2 AJ501 screw gate carabiners with
17 mm opening
- AM450/80 Sewn loop, 80 cm
- AK053 Storage bag
EN361 - EN355 - EN795 - EN362

Protecta RESTRAINT DEVICES

A connecting lanyard should only be used for restraining purposes. In no case should the user be able to manoeuvre in a area where there is a
risk of falling. The restraint system is precisely defined for each place where it will be used. In order to guarantee the safety of the user, he or
she should be given precise information detailing the PPE and the anchorage point to be used.

RESTRAINT

Rope Restraint
lanyard
AL420C

Model #

Rope Restraint
lanyard

Length

Connectors

√

2m

2 stitched eyes

AL420C

kernmantle
rope 10.5mm

√

2m

2 thimbled eyes

AL420C1

kernmantle
rope 10.5mm

√

2m

2 snaphooks - 18mm opening

AL420C2

kernmantle
rope 10.5mm

√

2m

1 snaphook - 18mm,
1 scaffold hook - 50mm opening

AL432/1

kernmantle
rope 10.5mm

1.3m

2 scaffold hooks - 50mm,
1 karabiner - 17mm opening

AL4220WAA

25mm
polyester web

√

2m

2 karabiners - 17mm opening

AL4220WAE

25mm nylon
webbing

√

2m

1 snaphook - 18mm,
1 karabiner - 17mm opening

√

POSITIONING
Model #

AF777

Double
leg

kernmantle
rope 10.5mm

AL4220WAE

‘Trigger’
Positioning lanyard

Single
leg

AL420B

AL432/1

Webbing Restraint
lanyard

Type

Type

Single
leg

Double
leg

Length

Connectors

AF777

kernmantle
rope 10.5mm

√

0.4m - 2m

1 snaphook - 18mm,
1 karabiner - 17mm opening

AF764T2

kernmantle
rope 12.5mm

√

0.4m - 2m

1 double safety latch,
1 snaphook - 18mm

AL422

kernmantle
rope 10.5mm

√

1.1m - 2m

1 thimbled eye

AL432/5

kernmantle
rope 12.5mm

√

1.2m - 2m

2 snaphooks - 18mm

For information on lengths and connectors not listed, please contact Capital Safety.
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SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS
SELECTION GUIDE
Product

Description

Recommended For

PRO™

Compliant and dependable
quality, yet economical

•
•
•
•
•

Construction
Utility & maintenance
Facility or plant maintenance
Material handling
Order picker

Line

Connector

25mm polyester web
45mm polyester web
35mm Tubular web
10.5mm rope

Self-locking
hook

Adjustable Shock
Absorbing Lanyard
AE525

Protecta Shock Absorbing Lanyards

Impact
Indicator

Retraction
& expansion

Clear plastic
cover over
shock

Available

‘Y’ Shock Absorbing
Lanyard
AE532/3

The Protecta shock absorbing lanyards provide high quality at
an economical price. They feature a clear cover over the shock
pack to enable easy inspection of stitching. Available in a variety
of different hook options and configurations to meet your job
site needs. Standard snap hooks have a gate opening of 18mm,
rebar hooks are 50mm

ROPE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS
Model #

Material

Single leg

AE522

10.5mm kernmantle rope

√

Double leg

Length

Connectors

2m

2 karabiners - 17mm opening

AE522/3

10.5mm kernmantle rope

√

2m

2 snaphooks - 18mm opening

AE522/5

10.5mm kernmantle rope

√

2m

1 snaphook - 18mm, 1 scaffold hook - 50mm opening

AE522/6

10.5mm kernmantle rope

√

2m

1 karabiner - 17mm, 1 scaffold hook - 50mm opening

AE525

10.5mm kernmantle rope

√

AE532/3

10.5mm kernmantle rope

√

1.5m - 2m

2 karabiners - 17mm opening

1.8m

1 snaphook - 18mm, 2 scaffold hooks - 50mm opening

‘Y’ Shock
Absorbing Lanyard
AE5320WAF

Shock
Absorbing Lanyard
AE5220WAE

WEBBING SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS
Model #

Material

Single leg

Length

Connectors

AE529

45mm polyamide webbing

√

Double leg

2m

2 karabiners - 17mm opening

AE529/3

45mm polyamide webbing

√

2m

2 snaphooks - 18mm opening

AE529/6

45mm polyamide webbing

√

2m

1 karabiner - 17mm, 1 scaffold hook - 50mm opening

AE5220WAA

25mm polyester webbing

√

2m

2 karabiners - 17mm opening

AE5220Wae

25mm polyester webbing

√

2m

1 karabiners - 17mm, 1 snaphook - 18mm opening

AE5220WAF

25mm polyester webbing

√

2m

1 karabiner - 17mm, 1 scaffold hook - 50mm opening

AE5320WAA

25mm polyester webbing

√

2m

3 karabiners - 17mm opening

AE5320Wae

25mm polyester webbing

√

2m

1 karabiners - 17mm, 2 snaphooks - 18mm opening

AE5320WaF

25mm polyester webbing

√

2m

1 karabiners - 17mm, 2 scaffold hooks - 18mm opening

Elastic
Absorbing Lanyard
AE529E/5

ELASTIC SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS
Model #

Material

Single leg

Length

Connectors

AE529E

35mm elastic

√

Double leg

1.85m

2 karabiners - 17mm opening

AE529E/3

35mm elastic

√

1.85m

2 snaphooks - 18mm opening

AE529E/5

35mm elastic

√

2m

1 snaphook - 18mm, 1 scaffold hook - 50mm opening
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ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS

Protecta offers the industry’s widest range of anchorage devices

Protecta offers the industry’s widest range of anchorage connectors combining ease of use & lightweight materials designed to meet or exceed European standards.

ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS
Model #
AM450/80
AM450/150

AM401G
AM402G

AJ301
AJ302
AJ303

Product

Description

Length

Web Sling

25mm wide nylon webstrap

.8m length
1.5m length

Cable Sling

6mm diameter coated wire rope, galvanized finish,
thimbled ends

1m length
2m length

Handgrip

Attaches around piping up to 140mm in diameter
(AJ303) Stainles steel construction

75mm
110mm
140mm

BEAM ANCHORS
Model #
AJ201

Product

Description

Builder’s Grip
I-Beam Anchor

Drop forged eyebolt, fits holes with diameter of 20mm-22mm;
accommodates thicknesses of 35mm to 39mm

KarabinerS
Model #

Product

AJ593

Twist Lock
Karabiners

AJ514

Twist Lock
Karabiners

AJ501

Screw
Gate
Karabiner

Description

Length

25kN anchor

50mm Diameter opening, carbon steel, zinc plated, captive-eye option, 0.63kg

25kN anchor

18mm diameter opening, steel, galvanized finish, 0.17kg

25kN anchor

17mm Diameter opening, galvanized steel, 0.17kg

ROPE GRABS
Model #
AC202/01

Product

Description

COBRA™ Static/Mobile
Rope Grab

Attach or detach anywhere along the lifeline for vertical hands free operation.
Fits 12 or 14mm diameter rope. Comes with screw gate karabiner 17mm opening

AC205

Anchorage Line

14mm 3-strand twisted rope for Cobra - available in lengths from 5 - 50m.
Comes with screw gate karabiner - 17mm opening

AC205B

Anchorage Line

16mm 3-strand twisted rope for Cobra - available in lengths from 5 - 50m.
Comes with screw gate karabiner - 17mm opening

CABLOC™ VERTICAL
FALL ARREST DEVICE

The Cabloc fall arrest device is a
system that is permanently installed,
designed to secure access to the work
station (eg. tops of pylons, masts,
chimneys, etc.). The glider secures
the user against falls during ascent
and/or descent, sliding freely on the
cable that is fixed along the length of
the ladder.
AC350 Cabloc Device

CABLOC™ VERTICAL FALL ARREST DEVICE Kit

AC3000/10 (10m), AC3000/20(20m), AC3000/30(30m)
Cabloc is available in a kit that is ready for installation,
or tailored to your wishes. Please contact our technical
services department for more information.
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With its Cabloc kit, Protecta
has brought together all the
elements needed to install a
safety system, allowing access
to a raised work station, on a
ladder or a metal structure.
The user will receive step by
step guidance, thanks to usage
instructions that explain in
detail all the stages of system
installation and the precautions
that must be taken.

KIT CONTAINS :
AC3000 / 10, 20 and 30 m
• Stainless steel cable, ø 8 mm with
manufactured end
• AC350 Cabloc fall arrest device
• AC340 X 2 universal brackets
(high and low)
• AC325 shock absorber
• AC330 cable tensioner with pre-tension
indicator
• AN126 indicator kit
• AC320 universal cable guide

SELF RETRACTING LIFELINES

Protecta SRL’s...smooth, safe operation and built to last!
SELECTION GUIDE
Product

Description

JRG™

Compliant and dependable
quality SRL’s, yet economical

• Construction

Extruded
aluminium or
thermoplastic

New bestseller in
lightweight,shorter length
SRL’s—fits into the tightest
project budget!

•
•
•
•
•

Extruded
aluminium or
thermoplastic

Rebel™

Recommended For

Warehousing
Order picking
Light maintenance
Construction
General industry

Housing

Impact
Indicator

√

Swivel
Hook

Housing
Karabiner

Self-locking
snap hook

√

√

Available
with snap
hook, swivel
hook or
rebar hook

OPTIONAL

√

Connector

JRG™ Self Retracting Lifelines

JRG™ Self Retracting Lifelines provide fall protection dependability in an economical unit.
• Energy absorption system to arrest
a fall in less than .6m
• Smooth rapid deceleration
• Lighter weight housing
Protecta Self
Retracting Lifeline
32m Cable
AD232
Protecta Self
Retracting Lifeline
12m Cable
AD212
Protecta Self
Retracting Lifeline
15m Cable Rescue Winch
AD515

Protecta Self Retracting Lifelines
model #

length

line type

connector

housing

AD212

12m

4mm
galvanized cable

standard hook

thermoplastic

AD216

16m

4mm
galvanized cable

standard hook

thermoplastic

AD222

20m

4mm
galvanized cable

standard hook

thermoplastic

AD232

32m

4mm
galvanized cable

standard hook

thermoplastic

AD515

15m

5mm
galvanized cable

twist-lock hook

aluminium w/retrieval

Rebel™ Self Retracting Lifelines

The Rebel™ Self Retracting Lifeline is low
priced and lightweight, yet rugged enough
to withstand rough use. The unique thin
webbing enables a compact size that is
easy to wear.
• Moderately priced to give great value
with superior features
• Compact and lightweight—under 1.4kg
best length to weight ratio in the industry
• Durable aluminium housing
• Web model weighs only .2kg!
Maverick™ Self
Retracting Lifeline
3.3m Cable
AD113

REBEL™ Self Retracting Lifelines
model #

length

line type

connector

housing

AD111

3m

25mm
Polyester web

standard hook

aluminium w/swivel

AD113

3.3m

5mm cable

swivel hook

aluminium

AD120

6m

25mm
Polyester web

standard hook

aluminium w/swivel

Rebel™ Self
Retracting Lifeline
3m Web
AD111
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TRAINING & CONSULTING

TRAINING & CONSULTING
Anytime, Anywhere... Our Site or Yours!

Capital Safety recognizes that our commitment to the life-and-death field of fall
protection means that every product we produce must meet or exceed the toughest standards. But we also know that even the best equipment must be used correctly. This is why we have established our training division with the same care
and attention that is critical in our manufacturing process.
Effective training means hands-on experience
The key to effective fall protection training is practical, hands-on experience. We
offer a full range of fall protection and industrial rescue courses on-site or at our
state-of-the-art European training centre.
Courses on-site apply professional training to your specific daily work activities.
Courses at our institutes provide controlled environments uniquely designed to
offer practical experience with scaffolding, fixed ladders, towers, sloped roofs,
rebar and climbing walls, elevated catwalks, I-beams and confined spaces.

Contact Customer Service for Full Details on All Standard Courses & Available Dates
Custom Courses
If standard courses don’t fit your needs, Capital Safety will customise courses for your organisation
and your specific site requirements.

Specialty Courses
In addition to the basic courses, our fall protection experts have developed specialty courses designed for a particular trade or industry’s work requirements.

Demonstration Vehicles Bring Vital Training to Your Workforce
Capital Safety helps protect your workers by bringing its expertise and training
right to your site. Workers from all over the world enjoy the experience of our
hands-on demonstrations of our fall arrest, restraint and rescue equipment. Our
Mobile Demonstration Vehicles show drop-tests and force measuring instruments
to demonstrate arresting forces workers would experience during a fall. The presentation provides an excellent introduction to fall protection.

Expert Consulting to Minimize Risk and
Maximise Protection
When preparing for a new project site or an existing
one, Capital Safety consulting services provide early
identification of fall protection hazards, solutions to
minimize the risks and programs to implement training and inspection.
CSG expert consulting services include:
• Site Surveys
• Manual and Training Development
• Equipment Inspection
• Fall Protection Program Development

E M E A + 33 (0)4 97 10 00 10
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Fall Protection Regulations and Standards

European regulations :
“Who does what?“
European directives: the Council
of European Communities, at the
Commission’s instigation, establishes
and determines directives (laws) giving
general guidance.
The European Committee for
Standardisation is the recognised body
which brings the standards into line and
adopts them, working in cooperation with
the Commission.
The Commission publishes these
standards in the Official Journal of the
European Community.
The bodies that are notified are named
by the European Commission and are
constantly reassessed. Manufacturers
send them the PPE models that require
a “CE type” inspection, as well as all the
necessary technical documentation. They
establish and certify that the PPE model
in question complies with the clauses of
the directive, and then grant “CE type’’
certificates.

tion of the 89/686/CEE directive, the European Commission has published a certain
number of standards intended to control
the design and use of rescue and personal
protection equipment against falls from a
height.
These standards must be adhered to, and
are applicable in all the member states.
EN 341
EN 353-1
EN 353-2
EN 354
EN 355
EN 358
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN

360
361
362
363
364
365

EN 795
Manufacturers (or their appointed
representatives) submit their products to
“CE type’’ inspections with the notified
bodies. They draw up a declaration
of compliance, attesting that the PPE
products that are brought onto the market
comply with the clauses of the directive,
and affix the CE symbol to each item
of PPE. Furthermore, the manufacturer
should guarantee that the manufacturing
process allows homogenous production
(according to article 11 of the directive
89/686/CEE), and that the finished
product conforms completely with the
model which has been inspected and
approved.
Consolidated standards which are
applicable to fall arrest protection
and rescue equipment
Within the framework of the implementa-
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EN 813
EN 1496
EN 1497
EN 1498
EN 1891

Descender devices
Guided type fall arresters
including a rigid anchor line
Guided type fall arresters
including a flexible anchor line
Lanyards
Energy absorbers
Belts for work positioning
and restraint and lanyards for
work positioning
Retractable type fall arresters
Full body harnesses
Connectors
Fall arrest systems
Test methods
General requirements for instructions for use, maintenance,
periodic examination, repairs,
labelling and packaging
Anchor devices. Requirements
and testing
Sit harnesses
Rescue lifting devices
Rescue harnesses (Rescue
equipment)
Rescue loops
Low stretch kernmantel
ropes

European directives and protection
against falls from a height.
Two important directives relate to
Personal Protection Equipment (PPE*) :
directive 89/686/CEE, which consolidates
the conditions for marketing PPE and its
free circulation within the European Union,
and the more specific directive 89/656/
CEE, which sets out the minimum health
and safety prescriptions for the use of PPE

Fall Protection Regulations and Standards

by professionals manoeuvring at height.
• Directive 89/686/CEE on personal
protective equipment
This directive is principally concerned
with product manufacture. It sets out
the conditions subject to which products
may be brought onto the market, the
manner in which they may be used by
member states, and their free circulation
within the European Community. This
directive establishes general rules
pertaining to design, and defines the
certification procedure for equipment,
which varies depending on three levels of
risk (the greater the risk, the stricter the
certification procedure):
• Category I - minor risks
• Category II - risk of lesions (CE type
inspection is obligatory)
• Category III - risk of death (CE type
examination is obligatory, and ISO 9000
guideline on quality during production must
be adhered to)
PPE equipment designed to protect
professionals from risks associated
with a fall from height make up part of
Category III: Protection against mortal
dangers or dangers which could seriously
and irreversibly damage health, or those
whose effects can not be ascertained at
the appropriate time.
• Directive 89/656/CEE described the
use of PPE at work
This directive examines the correct
usage conditions for PPE, and its role in
improving health and safety conditions in
the work place.
As referred to in this directive, PPE is
understood to be:
“...all equipment designed to be worn
or held by the worker with a view to
protecting him/her from one or more
risks that are liable to threaten his safety
or his health in the workplace ...”
Following on from this, the directive
reminds us that, from the moment when
the risks to health and safety can be
ascertained, the priority should be to
eliminate the risk by changing the method
of working, or by providing collective
protection.

PPE should only be considered if it is not
possible to achieve the necessary level of
protection by one of these methods, or as
an element of collective protection.
The directive stresses that:
- all items of PPE should comply with
the regulations in force, such as the
directive 89/686/CEE
- all PPE provided should fit the
wearer and be suitable for the task
to be carried out, following the
manufacturer’s instructions,
- in the event of multiple risk factors
demanding that more than one item
of personal protective equipment be
worn simultaneously, these items of
equipment should be compatible with
each other,
- as far as possible, the items of PPE
should be intended for use by one
person.
In accordance with the directive, the
employer should also:
- carry out a risk evaluation study,
- define the characteristics of the
equipment that is necessary to protect
his/her employees,
- provide his/her employees with PPE that
complies with legal regulations,
- undertake regular checks on the
equipment, and note these checks on
the products’ identity cards,
- retain evidence of the evaluations and
the reasons which justified the choice of
a particular type of PPE.
Definition of
* PPE: PPE is taken to mean any device or
means designed to be carried or held by a
person for the purpose of protecting him/
her from hazards that could be damaging
to his/her health and safety.
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Leaders in safety innovation

Capital Safety, home of the DBI-SALA and PROTECTA brands is
the world’s leading manufacturer dedicated solely to fall protection. We are also the pioneer in the development of intelligent
safety technology, leading the way toward a new era of safety
management solutions. We are committed to providing new
and improved systems to give you the complete confidence you
need in your safety program.
• QUALITY for the performance you can trust.
• BREADTH for the best and most cost effective solutions.
• EXPERTISE to meet your unique fall protection requirements.
• TRAINING to ensure and motivate safety compliance.
• INNOVATION to improve your safety and productivity.

Contact

Us

Today

Capital Safety Group - Northern Europe
Unit 7 Christleton Court Manor Park
Runcorn Cheshire, WA7 1ST
Phone: + 44 (0)1928 571324 • Fax: + 44 (0)1928 571325
e-Mail: csgne@capitalsafety.com
www.capitalsafety.com
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